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l.0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents a detailed description of SLAM Code, a large
.

finite element computer program to treat the two-dimensional (axisymmetric

or planar) wave propagation problem through arbitrary nonlinear materials

and the interaction of these mot.ons with a flexible structure embedded within

or on the soil. The acronym SLAM stands for Stresses in Layered Arbitrary

Media; the Code, originally developed for the Air Force, has been in a con-

stant state of development and improvement. Prior to presenting the details

of the code operation and usage, a brief summary of the method of analysis

and capabilities of the Code will be presented.

1.1 General Capabilities of the Code

J The basic configuration of interest is shown in Figure 1 and consists

of a general flexible structure embedded within a soil / rock foundation com-

posed of an arbitrary. number of material layers or zones, each layer possessing

its own, generally nonlinear, constitutive law. To this system, loadings can

be applied in any or all of the following ways:

; 1. Specified pressure histories can be applied to either boundary

or interior surfaces in an arbitrary fashion, including the effects

of noving loads.

2. Specified input motions (displacement or velocity pulses) can

be. applied to either boundary er interior surfaces or nodes, and

3. Specified force histories can be applied to the structure in terms

of its generalized forces.
,

-The general characteristics of the Code can be summarized as follows.

More details on the specific methods of analysis will be presented later.

The wave propagation from the input locations into the free-field is treated

by finite element methods of analysis, including the effects of nonlinear

-1-
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properties of the soil. The finite element approach has been taken in this

development to allow the user a general flexibility in treating problems of

rather complex geometry (material layering, structural inclusions, etc.).

To treat the interaction of the free-field soil / rock with the embedded

structure, two methods of analyses can be used, both available in SLAM Code.

First, the finite element mesh can be continued throughout the structure as

well as through the free-field. Thus, no special considerations need be

made in the developid Code (save for possible separation and sliding effects4

which will be discussed later). Such an approach would be desirable when

either nonlinear ds.ande response of the structure or wave propagation

through the structural wall is of concern.

When such is not the case, the use of finite elements through the struc-

ture can lead to serious drawbacks. Many more elements would be required to

treat the stucture in this manr.er, increasing computer running time. Of
,

more importance, however, is the followine consideration. The stiffest

material encountered in a typical problem is usually the structural material.

In addition, the smallest sized elements in the problem occur through the

relatively thin wall of the structure. This combination leads to extremely

high frequencies in the mesh which, in turn, lead to extremely small time

steps in the required numerical integration procedure. This occurs because

the mesh in the structural wall is ab% to transmit the high frequency

through-the-thickness waves which will oevelop.

Whenever this refinement in the solution is unwarranted, a second method

of structural analysis is available in the Code. In this case, the structure

is represented by its rigid body modes together with its lower free-free

elastic modes of vibration. In this case, the critical frequencies of the

system are tho:e associated with the free-field as well a those lower

-2-
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1 frequencies ~ of interest of the structure, and computer running times ~again

become similar to those needed to solve the free-field problem alone.
,

L By either method of structural representation (finite elements or
t

flexible modes), potential separation and sliding between the strucutre and

. ne soil is accounted for_ by _ making use of a special (zero thickness line)

element which is 'placed between the structural and scil nodes in the mesh.

This element can be used with a simple Coulomb shear material model to limit

both tensions and shears transferred between the soil and the structure.

An additional characteristic of the SLAM Code which has been incorporated

] concerns the use of non-reflecting or " quiet" boundaries. These boundaries

j are used to limit the size of the required mesh while at the same time mini-

mizing the effects of reflections caused by artificial boundaries of the mesh.

Such characteristics are desirable when long duration responses of the struc-

ture are desired.

To _ summarize then, the following general characteristics of the SLAM

Code are available to investigate various two-dimensional (axisymmetric or

plane) wave problems.
;

-

1. The free-field is represented by finite eierant methods including

nonlinear material property effects.

2. The structure can be arbitrarily embedded within the free-field
!

and can be represented by either finite elements or by its rigid3

body and elastic free-free mode shapes.

3. Poteitial separation and sliding between the structure and the

j sof f can be trer *.ed by means of a special zero thickness element.
i

4. Non-reflecting boundaries can~ be used to minimize the size of re-

quired meshes for a given problem.

t

e
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|: 1.2 Free-Field Analysis

To treat.the free-field wave propagation problem, the soil / rock material

is divided into small elements, these elements being connected to each other

at their vertices. The types of elements used in SLAM Code are rectangular-
' elements,' triangular elements and a zero thickness element which is used to

simulate crack and soil-s+ructure interface conditions. This latter element !

will' be described more fully in a following section. The data that is

developed is the motion history (displacements, velocities, accelerations,

stresses, etc.) at these node points or vertices as a function of time. This

method of mesh formulation is a physical one, as opposed to the more abstract
1

approach of finite difference methods.

In the analysis, any material constitutive laws can be used, provided
i

of course, that it can be suitably described for inclusion in the program. The

specific soil / rock models used in the current code will be described in a

later paragraph. The computational procedure starts from some time at which

the complete solution is known; that is, displacement, velocities, and accelera-
>

tions of all the nodes are specified, as well as the entire stress and strain

l his*ory up to and including this time. Typically, this time is the zero or

initial time, although it need not be. The problem then is to determine these

same variables at the following instant of time, seitably taking into account

the nonlinearities introduced by the material properties.

A typical . interior node point of a two-dimensional mesh is shown in Figure i
:

2, this node being connected to its surrounding nodes through the interconnecting
i

elements. The equations of motion for this node can be written symbolically as:

"N N =FhN- F
N

(1)
FM =F-

NN WN - N '

,

; -4-
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where M is, the total nodal. mass' composed of the mass contributions from each
N

adjacentelement,( N, FhN) are the horizontal and vertical forces applied
R

to the nodes (if any) and (FUN, FyN) are the node-resisting forces developed

by the distortions of the surrounding elements, the summation being taken

over all of the surrounding elements. Clearly, a displacement field causing

only rigid body motions of the elements will develop no resisting forces

at the nodes. ~ The details for computing the node resisting forces from the

element distrotion are presented in references 1, 3s 5, and 6.

Combining the equations for all the nodes, a set of second order equations

are developed for the entire mesh which can ' written symbolically as:

MR + Kx = FA,pN (2),

where M is a diagonal mass matrix, x is a displacement vector consisting of

the horizontal and vertical displacements of the nodes, K is the usual banded
Asystem elastic stiffnass matrix and F is the vector of applied nodal forces.

NF is a vector of correctPia forces which account for the nonlinearities

in the material stress-strain properties or deviai. ions from the elastic case.

These nonlinear correction forces are computed at each time step for each

element surrounding a given node.

The numerical integration scheme used to treat the wave propagation

phenomena follows directly from Eq. (2). At a given time, t, when the nodal

displacements and velocities are known (together with the previous histories),

the nodal accelerations are computed by determining the applied loads (deter-

mined from any applied surface pressures), and the nonlinear correction

forces (by knowing'the current displacements and the previous element dis-

placement and stress histories). Knowing the accelerations at this time,

the displacements of the nodes can be determined at the following time, t + At,

by a suitable numerical integration scheme. Knowing the new displacements,

_3_
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the cycle ~ can bs started again by determining the ' accelerations from Eq. (2);

L at time t .+ At, etc. In this manner, the solutinn is marched out in time-

to obtain. the " complete' history of the motion of all the nodes. Examples of"

t various solutions ~ obtained in this manner are presented in reference 6.

1.31 Material Constitutive laws

The' computer program developed' to treat this problem contains a catalogue

of material stress-strain laws which can be added to with little difficulty
~

without changing the operation of the Code. Each material occurring in a

.particular ' problem can then be allowed to have any of the material properties
~

&

available in the catalogue. The current catalogue allows the specification
~

of the following stress-strain relations:

1. Elastic material, either isotropic or anisotropic.

2. Lineer compressible fluid.

3. Elastic plastic material satisfying the Mises yield criterion with

arbitrary strain hardening effects.

4. Elastic plastic material satisfying the Coulomb-Mohr yield criterion.

5. A nonlinear material law which contains a stiffening effect under

hydrostatic pressure as well as a plastic dissipation under deviatoric

-strains to account for compaction effects in soils.

6. A special crack model which allows shear and tension transfer in a

specified direction to be limited by a simple coulomb shear law.

The last four of this list are the only nonlinear laws currently avai'-

able in the Code, and have been included in an attempt to at least crudely

approximate some known responses of soil / rock materials. Quite apparently, ~

n'one of these models are completely adequate but until further advances in the

state-of-the-art occur, only such approximations are available for applications

to earth media.

-6-
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1.4 Soil-Structure Interaction

The treatment of the' interaction between the structure and soil begins

with the assumption of continuity, that is, the nodes at the soil-structure

interface are assumed to be attached to the structure and move with it. Separa-

tion and sliding between the soil and the structure is accounted for separately'

and will be discussed in a following paragraph. Let the displacements of the'

nodes attached to the structure be defined by the vector x a subset of the
f

free-field displacement vector, x, defined in Eq. (2) . If there are p such

nodes and if two-dimensional motion is considered, the components of xf are

then

{x } = {u) , w) , u ' "2 * * * Up' "pl (3)f 2 -

where (u, w) are the horizontal and vertical displacements of the nodes.

Tne equations of motion of the structure are defined by its modal-

equations -

ME+EY *O (4)ss ss s

where y is.the mode vector of the structural degrees of freedom and consistss

of the rigid body coordinates. M is a diagonal mass matrix consisting of
s

the modal masses, K is a diagonal stiffness matrix, and .Q is the vector ofs 3

applied structural modal loadings. The displacements of the strscture at the

locations of the attached nodes are obtained by superimposing the modal vectors,

or

x = Fy (5)f s

where F is a matrix composed of the structural mode shapes.

From Eq. (2), the equations of motion of the nodes attached to the

structure are

ff+Ff=-P (6)MR

-7-



where P is the vector of interaction -forces developed between the nodes and

the structure. With these interaction forces, the corresponding modal loads

applied to the structure are then
TQ=Fp (7)s

where the superscript indicates the transpose of the matrix. Substituting

Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq.. (4), the equations of motion for the structure become
.

TR9+Kv = -F F (8)33 3s

where R is a nondiagonal mass matrix including the inertial coupling between
s-

the structure and the free-field, and is defined by

TM"M +FMF. (9)s s. f

From this point on, the solution to the interaction problem procedes

in a similar manner to the free-field problem. At a particular instant of

time, the displacesents of all the free-field nodes and structural mode dis-

placements are known. The accelerations of all the nodes (except the attached

nodes) are computed as before from Eq. (2). The resisting force vector, Ff,

of Eq. (6) is determined during this computation. The modal accelerations

of the structure are then computed from Eq. (8). The displacements of the

free-field nodes and the modal displacements are then determined at the fol-

lowing instant of time by the integration algorithm. The displacements of

the attached nodes are then computed from Eq. (5) and the solution then marched

out in time as before.

1.5 Separation and Sliding Between Soil and Structure

In treating this separation and sliding problem, it is desirable to use

a technique which does not deviate from the method of analysis outlined above.

To accomplish this objective, a new finite element model was developed. For

-8--
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two-dimensional problems (axisymmetric or planar motion), a rectangular

element is used which has a finite dimension in one direction and a zero di-

mension in the nornal direction (see Figure 3). The properties of this ele-

ment are determined by applying the limit process to the properties of the

r finite size rectangular element normally used. Of the four nodes comprising

this element, two at one end have the sane coordi.1ates and two at the other

end have the same coordinates. This element is situat,ed between the soil and

the structure so that the side of finite length lies on the interface. Two

nodes are then located on and attached to the structure while two nodes are

attached to the free-field nodes. Shear and tension transfer across this ele-

ment can be governed by any of the nonlinear material properties available in

the catalogue. The details of his element formulation are presented in

Appendi;; C.

1.6 Quiet or Non-Reflecting Boundary

In order to obtain motion histories of adequate duration, mesh boundaries

must be placed far enough from the area of interest so that no unwanted re-

flections from the mesh boundaries will arrive within the tine period of

interest. This requirement can lead to large meshes which, in turn, lead to

long computer running times. In an attempt to overcome this situation, the

" quiet" or non-reflecting bcundary has been introduced to eliminate or at least

reduce any unwanted reflections. These boundaries are placed away from the

zones of interest but not as far as ordinary boundaries of the mesh would need

to be located. Of course, the use of quie' *aoundaries implies that no effects

of changes in materials past the boundary can be accounted for; that is, the

use of the quiet boundary implies that the materials outside of the mesh are

the same as those inside the mesh.

-9-
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Various methods are available with which to achieve the quiet boundary. '

If only plane one-dimensional elastic wave' problems are of interest (clearly i

not of interest herein), a simple and, what is more important, stable scheme

can be devised. Since it is kntwn that for such problems the stresses at

any location are proportional to the particle velocities, or

o = pcv (10)

where o is the material mass and c is the material wave speed, a simple

dashpot can be placed at the end of the rod with a damping constant equal

to pc.

If the rod material has nonlimar material properties, this can be used

but with a time-varying damping constant depending upon the current wave speed

at the end of the rod (a more difficult task from a programming point of view).

For two-dimensional problems, this approach cannot be used since, even for
i

elastic materials, there are two wave speeds and the simple relation of Eq. (10)
1
'

no longer applies. All other methods of analysis are based upon predicting

the velocities of the nodes on the quiet boundary from the velocities of the

nodes immediately adjacent to the boundary at previous time steps.

Assuming continuity of velocities between nodes, the velocity of the

quiet boundary node can be determined by the Taylor expansion:

) + a (a v/3 x) -, + at(av/at) + ... (11)y =v

where the subscript j refers to the boundary node, the subscript j-1 refers

to the node adjacent to the boundary node, the superscript i refers to the

current time and the superscript 1-1 refers to the previous time steps.

In Eq. (11), the parameter, a, is the distance between the nodes j-1 and j,

and the coordinate, x, refers to the direction from j-1 to j.

The time derivative in Eq. (11) is merely the acceleration of node j-1
'

at the previous time step. To approximate the space derivation, various forms

can be used such as:
,

- 10 -
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'(vfl -y }/a (fomard differencing)

I .j)/a (tackward differencing) (12)(3vAx) j= (v -

-l,(v -y )/2a (central differer.cing)

For the problems run to date with known solutions (one-dimensional rod prob-

lems), the central differencing scheme yielded the best results.

.It should be pointed out that other techniques can and have been used.

For example, if steady motion is assumed, the time derivative can be related

to the space derivative by
.

S v/3 t = -c(a vA x) (13).

Such an approach has been used in reference 7 for similar problems. However

in that report, the dilatational wave speed was used for horizontal motion

while the shear wave speed was used for the vertical motion. It is felt that

such an approach is not necessary and, although adequate for one-dimensional

elastic problems, is questionable for the general pmblem of interest.
,

All of these methods, however, are fundamentally unstable in th61r approach.

That is, if the predicted velocity at the boundary is in error at a given time,

this error will oropagate back into the mesh at the following tine steps. In

turn, the errors so propagated will influence the predicted velocities of

the boundary nodes at later times so that after significant times, it can be

anticipated that major errors in the computation may develop. The actual

estimate of the errors involved must await further expeJimentation with larger
'

problems run for longer times.
,

1
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2.0 General Formation of SLAM Code

The remainder of this report emphasizes the usage and operation of SLAM

Lode, while at the same time presenting some more detailed information on

the analysis not contained in the references.

The program is divided into three primary segments which can be labeled

as LINK 1, LINK 2, and LINK 3. The function of these segments or links are:

LINKi - generates data and tables required for the numeri. cal

integration phase,

. LINK 2 - computes the motion history of the finite element mesh

and the embedded structure by a numerical integration

technique, and outputs the history data generated, and

LINK 3 - computes shock spectra at desired locations.

Several pre- and post-processor programs have been previously developed

to assist the user in preparing input data and analyzing output results.

A program has been written to generate the mesh data (node and element data)

required for a limited though important class of problems. This " mesh

generator" program eliminates the need to manually key-punch this extensive

data. A mesh plotting program is also available to plot the mesh, generated

by hand or by the mesh generator program, to assist the user check!ng the

accuracy and adequacy of the developed data. This program is discussed in

Appendix D.

The subroutines comprising SLAM Code are shown in Table 1. The control

of the program is maintained by the MAIN program which initiates calls to the

proper segments. Each segment, in turn, initiates calls to its various sub-

programs to generate the required data. The program makes extensive use

of tape storage which helps satisfy two requirements, namely, to provide as

- 12 -
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large a flexibility as possible in the problem, and to maximize core storage

available (increasing the problem size that may be treated). The program

was initially written for a machine witu 32K-word high speed memory and

12 physical tapes. The program, as currently developed, makes. use of 8 tapes

(or files) as well'as the usual input and output files, together with about

45K word memory.

The need for auxiliary tape storage has also been caused by an additional

capability introduced into the code. Much data generated (motion history,

required tables, etc.) are permanently saved on tape for either a restart of

the problem solution or for later analysis of the data. This additional

capability increases the versatility of the code from a user's viewpoint.

However, this increased capability is achieved (as always) at a price, this

price being increased running time. The continued use of auxiliary (tape o,r

disk) storage increases running time gignificantly since' these peripheral pro-

cesses interrupt the central processing or operation of the code. Signifi-

cant time savings can easily be achieved by eliminating the tape handling

aspects of the program. At the same time, however, the versatility of the

code is significantly decreased.

In the following sections of this report, the details of the code opera-

tion are presented, together with the analysis used where required. The data

setup and format are presented in a final segment of this report.

i

- 13 -



3.0 Descrintion of LIMP,1

The first section of the program consists of a series of nine segments,

LlA to LlJ, which are used for table generation. All the data needed to

describe the nesh and its properties is read (off cards) and used to generate

three tables (stiffness tables, stress tables and nonlinear element-tables)

which are required for operation in the second link. In the following para-

graphs, these sections of the Code are discussed.

The first four segments of the program (LlA to LlD) are used to set up

and process the data required in the following parts of the program. The

primary function perfonned in thir section is to take the mesh data (node

numbering scheme) read from input data cards and reorder (or renumber) the- -

nodes into a forn more suitable for the connutations to follow. Basically,

the objective is to minimize the banduidth of the stiffness matrix which is

to be fomed in the following sections of the Code.

The stiffness matrix is to be maintained on tape for the integration or

solution phase of the problem (in LK2B) since, in general, there is not

enough core storage available to maintain the matrix in high speed memory

continuously. Thus the stiffness data at each step of the computations areI

read into core in a series of " clusters" into a buffer storage area. Each

cluster is comorud of the data of il consecutive rows of the stiffness

matrix. The value of N has been arbitrarily set to 100 in this version of

the Code which allows sufficient storage to be treated in a 45K uord machine.

Obviously, the larger this cluster size, the more efficient the integration

(less tape reads per tine step). For most problems of interest, this cluster

size cannot be too significantly reduced.

- 14 -
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In fonaing the system stiffness matrix (in LlE), each element is treated

one at a time, an element stiffness matrix comnuted and then distributed in

usual fashion to the system matrix. Therefnre (since data for only 100 nodes

are maintained in core at one time), each element n:st have node numbers

which differ from each other by less than 101. If this is not satisfied,

the element matrix cannot be distributed to the system stiffness matrix. In

addition, the smaller the maximum difference between element nodes (banduidth),

the more efficient the stiffness matrix famation (less tape usage).

Since the element and nodo data are entered in an arbitrary fashion by

the user, the node numbers must be reordered to ensure satisfaction of the

above criteria. In addition, the stiffness matrix storage requirements can
,

be further reduced if the bandwidth is suitably small. However, this option

has not been used in this version of the Code. This additional saving of

core storage is achieved by taking advantage of tha. symnetry property of the

stiffness matrix. The details will be described in Section IV of the report

when describing subroutine ACCEL.

Segment L1A

This subroutine is used to read all the data associated with the mesh

from data cards. This data includes:

a. flode point data

b. Element data

c. Output element data

d. Material property data

e. Loaded node point data

The details of this data are deferred to a later sectica. For each material

(or zone) in the oroblem, the material clastic stress-strain matrix is

- 15 -



detemined from subroutine ELAST and stored for use later in the program.

The element nede data is ordered into the proner sequence in subroutine

ORDER and all the element data placed on Taoe 1 for future use. In addi-

tion, those elenents connosed of materials with nonlinear material procerties

are stored (together with requisite infomation) on Tane 14.,

ORDEP.

Subroutine CRDER is used to renrder the element node data so that the

, Nodes I, J, K and L are niaced in clockwise order. In addition, the variable

KASE. is detemined to add to the elemnt data list placed onto loaical Tape 1

in subroutine LlA. The variable indicates the following:

KASE = 1 general triangular element

; =2 trianole with one node on axis of syrnetry

(for axisymetric problen only)

=3 trianole with two nodes on axis

=4 general rectancular element

=5 rectangle with one node on axis

=6 rectangle with tun nodes e axis.

Sennent LlB

The purnose of this routine is to fom the "ad.iacency" table which is

made up of the followino arrays:

(a) NADJNP (I) = the number of nodes connected or adjacent

to the !! ode I

(b) NADJEL (I) = the nunber of elements surrounding the Node I, and

(c) NPADJ(I,J) = the numbers of the nodes adjacent to the

flode I (J=1, !!ADJ'lP(I)).

- 16/-
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Each element data list is read off Tane 1, one element at a time. A call

is made to subroutine ADJ'ip to distribute the elenent node numbers to the

prooer location in the Table flPADJ. At the end of this operation, each

ro's of the matrix flPADJ is scanned to detemine the array llADJilP (in sub-

routine VA0J !P).

Sennent Llc

The naxinun difference (temed the handtvidth) between adjacent nodes

is then connuted based on the original nunbering scheme. This value is then

printed out (value of !%XBD). A call is then made to subroutine PATil to

detemine an , initial renumberino schene. This subroutine is used to gener-

ate trial vectors !!PTfl(I) and flPTP(I) based upon the input path or start

data stored in vector 'ISTART(I). These arrays are:

ilPTP(I) = new node nunbers in the orininal order,

(I = 1, NU!!!1P)

NPT'l(I) = oriainal node number in the nets or revised order,'

(I = 1, flutitiP)'

. NSTART(I) = start nodes ,

(I = 1, flu"ST)

Another array (ICP(I), I = 1, ilUMriP) is also fomed in subroutine PATH for

additional infomation oniv. The details of the cnnoutation tiill be deferred

until subroutine PATH is described.

Again, the bandtiidth (l'AXBD) is connuted for this nett or trial number-
.i

ing schene. This trial data is then entered into subroutine HIrl! tihich

continues the minimization nrocess to obtain (hocefully) a minimum band.vidth

(or optirun nu.mberinn scheme). A hanhazard set of start nodes should not

- 17 -
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be used as this nay not lead to an increase in the bandwidth. The algorithm

used is deferred to the description of subroutine 111111 . Uith this new

numbering schene, the adiacency table is altered to reflect the new node

nunbering scheme. The node numbers of the loaded node points are then

revised.

A call is then nade to subroutine SIZE in which clustering infonnation

is determined. This, basically, is to determine hen the stiffness (as well
,

as nonlinear element) data are to be " clustered" on their respective files.

PATH

This routine obtains the first trial for a revised node numbering scheme.

The routine, together with subroutine 11Illi, forms the algorithm to minimize

the bandaidth and represents a compromise among various optimizing algorithms

available. Ideally, the user would like to have an algorithm which is inde-

pendent of any input, save for the input mesh data (or original numbering

scheme). Various minimizing schemes are available and have been tested to

obtain reordered numbering schemes. In general, these use more machine time

than the algorithm used herein. For most of the prob 1 cms of interest, how-

ever, a reasonable starting point for a renumbered system can be chosen by

the user. For other reasons (nrinarily data input information), another

"nonoptimum" scheme is more convenient for the orf ginal numbering system.

In any case, the routine uses as input a series of start nodes

(NSTART(I), I = 1, flu!IST) which are read in from data cards. These start

nodes are usually a series of nodes lying on a surface at one side of the

mesh. These nodes fom the nodes in the first " partition" of the node data

and are numbered from 1 to fluf1ST in the reordered system. All the nodes

connected to these nodes are placed in the second "cortition" and are

.

- 18 -
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numbered consecutively in the reordered systen. Continuing, the nodes

connected to this second "partitien" are placed in+o a third " partition"

and numbered consecutively, etc. Thus, the PATil rmtine foms the shortest

path between any tuo nodes in the system.

Alternatively, the routine uses as a first trial a renumbering scheme

wherein the nodes adjacent to each other are numbered close to each other.

in +his process, the two vectors HPTil(I) and I PTP(I) are formed which keep

track of the relation' between the new and original numbering schemes. The-

vector flPTil(I) indicates the original node numbers placed in their reordered

system. Conversely, the vector NPTP(I) contains the new node numbers placed

in their original order.

[4Ill!

The trial numbering scheme is refined in this subroutine by foming a

vector S(I). This vector is obtained by the relation

Y
S(I)= 1 (I + i N ) (14)

3(1+K)- J=1

| where I is the node number, N is the number of the adjacent node and the
j

sum is taken over the K adjacent nodo pnints. The number S(I) therefore

represents an average node number. If there are significant differences

between adjacent nodes, the value of S(I) will usually be different than

the flode llumber I. Ideally, if the nodes are nunbered ori perly with all

adjacent nodes numbered close to each other, the value of S(I) will be

close to I for all the nodes.

The nodes are reordered again by sorting the vector S(I) into ascending

order (perfomed in subroutine SORTI). The new bandwidth is then conputed.
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If this is less than the previous, the operation is perfomed again. If I

!
|the bandaldth increases, the previous nunbering scheme is used as the
.

I
= final . revised nunbering system. '

The algorithn used can be shown by exannle to be highly sensitive to
4

the original start nodes used as input, and does not lead, in general, to.

~

an o, tinam set (or mininun bandwidth). Ifouever, for most problems of

interest, it f.as led to an adequate schene, using relatively little machine

time. Other algorithms are being tested with the view of obtaining systems

which are more user independent while at the same time being simple.
,

50RTl

See description of SORT 2.
.

SIZE.

This routine detemines the node cluster infomation stored in the -

;

' follouing crrays:

liPLO!!(I) = first node number of the cluster

liPilIGi(I) = last node number of the cluster
,

ilP00T(I) = one less than the snailest node number attached
i to any node within the cluster

,

I
flu:iCP(I) = laroest node number attached to any node

in the cluster
1

L The clustering used herein is in multiples of 100. Thus,!!PLO!l(I)=1

! 101, 201, etc. , while llPillGl(I) = 100, 200, 300, etc. The total number

of clusters is detemined and stored in flu:!CLS.

Segment LlD

The final operation on the input data is perfomed in this section
,

of the code. The original elenent data records are taken from Tape 1,

- 20 -
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the node nunbers are changed to the revised scheme, and a number (KEY)

added to indicate the smallest node number of the element.

This revised data is placed onto logical Tape 3. 'A call is then made

to subroutine GSORT uhich reorders or sorts the element data according

to the lowest node nunber of the element (KEY) and places this revised

data onto logical Taoe 1. Thus, when foming the stiffness data, all nodes

numbered less than the current value of KEY associated with the carticular

element being treated will be unaffected by this element and all of the

following elenants.

Similarly, the nnde data which were naintained on Tape 14 are posted

in GSORT according to the new numbering scheme and placed in ascending order

onto Tcne 4. The nonlinear clonent data are then taken off Tape 14, cluster

number determined (JJ), and reordered by ascending cluster number.

GSORT

This routine is a centrol routine to sort a series of data maintained

on an input file (I!1 TAPE). The data are stored in a buffer array (IARRAY)

which can store up to fiXRCDS data records, each record containing idRDS

words. The data is to be reordered in increasing order of the ucrd spect-

fled by flXEY which indicates which word of the data record is the . key for

sorting. The res'orted data are placed [n an output file (IOUTAP). Two

intennediate files (IrlT1 and IliT2) may he used as internediate storage

in the sorting operations.

If all the data records to be sorted can be stored in the buffer area,

a core sorting routine (50RT2) is used. If more reccrds are available

than can fit in core, a tane sorting routine (TSnRT) is used. For this
case,thetwointermekiatefileswillbeused.

- 21 -
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50RT2 and TSORT

These two' routines are used for sorting data records of various lengths

according to ascending order of one word of each record specified by NKEY. -

The routines are based upon a simple " bubble sort" method in which two

adjacent records are compared (according to the NKEY word of the record)

and interchanged, if desired. In 50RT2, all the data to be sorted are

maintained in machine core and the sort! ' done continuously. In ISORT,

the data are taken from tapes in clusters, merged together and written onto ,

output files. The same "btibble sort" is used for each cluster with an

additional sort superimposed between each tape cluster.

Segment L1E_

This segment of the program generates the clastic stiffness matrix of

each element and assembles the system stiffness matrix. The specific formulas

used in the development are contained in referer.ce 3 for both the triangular

and rectangular elements and need not be repeated herein. The development

of the stiffness matrix for the zero thickness or cracked element is presented

in Appendix C. The node point data are maintained (in the revised order) on

logical Tape 4. the adjacency data on logical Tape 8 and the element data

on logical Tape 1. The buffer stiffness matrix is first zeroed out and the

node and adjacency data for up to 100 nodes taken into core.

The element data are taken off the tape one at a time. For each element,

the data read from logical Tape 1 consists of

I KEY = lowest node nuisber

NUME = element number

IZONE = material zone number

KASE = element type (as described previously)

- 22 -
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;,

NTI, etc. = new node numbers'

NCRACK = 0 - regular element, = 1 - crack element

: The element stiffness matrix ([CK]) is then computed in STIFF. (A call

from STIFF to INTER is made to conpute the required element integrals.)

The element stiffness matrix is then adjusted in ADJUSK if any of

the elenent nodes are roller supported (ITYPE = 1). The matrix is adjusted

to the directions parallel and perpendicular to the roller support. The

element matrix is then distributed to the system matrix in DISTK. The mass

matrix is computed and distributed in subroutine MASS. This element data

are then placed on loaical tape 12 temporarily for later use in determining

the stren matrix.

This procedure is continued until the first element is reached whose

largest node number exceeds the node nunbers in core. At this time, the

completed stiffness matrix (I = 1, KEY-1) is printed, if desired, in sub-

routine PRNK and the conpleted stiffness data written off orlo logical

Tape 10. The remaining data are moved up in core, more. node and adjacency

dt.a taken into core, and the computations continued until all the elements

have been treated. In addition, the highest nain diagonal " frequency" is

computed as the stiffness data are completed. This data are required for

choosing integration time steps and are discusscd further in a later section.

Segment LlF

This routine is used to determine the elastic stress displacement matrix

required for stress computation for those outnut elenents which are composed

of linear elastic material. Basically, the stresses are computed at the

centroid of each element by the relation (see Ref. 3)

- 23 -
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{a) = [S]{x) (15)

where (x) is th' - 2.nent displacement vector. For those output elements

which are composed of nonlinecr material, the element stresses are required

in the integration computation. Thus, this step is omitted for these

elements. The developnent of the [S] matrix for the crack element is also

presented in Appendix C.

_S_egment L1G

Subroutine L1G is used to form the pressure coefficients CPPISS. These

coefficients are used in LIttr,2 to convert anplied pressure data to equivalent

nodal forces. The coefficients are computed in subroutine COEF and are

based upon the relations presented in P.ef. 3.

Sennent L11

This subroutine is used to cluster the stiffness data developed in L1E

into nodal clusters of 100 each and store these on logical Tape 10 for use

in the integration step. In addition, the nonlinear elements are clustered,

with all those elements affecting any node in a cluster filed together.

Segment L1J

This routine is used to generate the initial nenlinear element tape

required in LI'lK2 to connute the nonlinear nodal forces. This data is gener-

ated for all the elements composed of potentially nonlinear materials. The

specific computations are presented in P.cf.1 a'nd also in the description of

subroutine PLASTF.

- 24 -
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4.0 Description of LIflE2

The following paragraphs resent a description of the operation of

the integration (or solution) saction of the SLN4 Code. The motion history

of all the nodes as well as .nst of the embeddad structure (if any), are

stored on ta-> for possible use in LIllK3 or with any plotting programs, if

desired. Output is also printed out at scle ced time intervals during.the

integration.

The equations of motion for both the nodes and the c., bedded structure

are presented in Section I in Equations (1) and (8), respectively. To cor-

respond to the notation used in the computer program, the resisting forces

at flode i can be written as

IR s uu ud nu
~

I Fui I Kij Kij Iu) Fi
I j=1 l J (16)= -

,

R wu ww / nw'i

Fwi Kij Kij,
3 Fi}w

'
nu nw

where (Fi , Fi ) are the horizontal and vertical force components of the

correction forces to account for the difference in material behavior from

the Ifnear clastic case. ine K ..mtrix of Equation (16') represents the

usual stiffness matrix for linear elestic systems. The V, terms multiplied

by the corresponding node displacements (u , w ) represent the clastic
3 3

resisting forces developed by the distortion of the elements surrounding

a particular node i. The summation in Equation (16) is taken over all of

the nodes adjacent to the particular node i, plus the node i itself.

The numerical integration procedure is a simple one and is based on the

wellknown !!cwmark Beta nethod (Ref. 2) with the parameter 8 chosen to be zero.
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Thus the procedure is basically a predictor nethod of numerical integration.

To simplify the description further, the equations of motion can be written

simply as

b R
(a) 11x = F -F

(I
IIxs s + K *s = -F pTR,gA(b) s

where Q^ are the aoplied (if any) structural nodal loads.
s

At some time t, let it be assumed that the complete solution is knoun,

that is, x(t) and x(t) are specified together with all of the previous

history required. Knowing this data, the applied and resisting forces

developed at this tice, t, can be computed (the details of which will be

discussed in a later description). From Equation (17), the node and struc-
'

tural mode accelerations, x(t) and x (t), can then be calculated. Thes

objcctive is now to detemine the displacemnts and velocities at the fol-

lowing instant of tim, or x(t + At) and x(t + At), as wall as the corres-'

ponding structural tems. This is done by the extracolation fomulae

x(t + At) = x(t) + x(t)At + x(t)(At)
2

(18)

x(t + At) = x(t) + (x(t) + x(t + At))(At_)
2

Note that in detemining the velocities at (t.+ At), th2 accelerations at
A Ethis time, x(t + At), are required. For forces [F , p of Equation (17)]

that are dependent only on time and displacemnts (no velocity dependence),

the procedure is to conpute the predicted displacements, x(t + At) and

x (t + At), and to use these to obtain the predicted accelerations x(t + At).
3
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which can then be used to compute the predicted velocities, x(t + At).

A simplified flow diagram for this procedure is shown in Figure 4. '

prior to discussing the details of the integration phase of the solution,

a description of the tape usage is presented.

Tape Usaae:

There are four prinary files used in the integration step of the

solution, these tapes being labeled as follows:

(a) The Restart Tape (Logical 8) which contains all the
data necessary for restarting the problem.

(b) The Stiffness Tane (Logical 10 and/or 1) which
contains the K matrix of Equation (1).

(c) The tionlinear Element Tapes (Lonicals 12 and 3) which
contain all data required to conoute the nonlinear
forces, and

(d) The Ilistory Tape (Logical 14) which contains the
motion history records for a selected set of elenant,
node and structure data.

The restart tape contains all th" problem parameters associated with

both the free-field and the structure sagether with the motion (displacenent,

velocity and acceleration) for all nodes and structural nodes at a particular

time. This tape is written at a specified (by input dita) number of time

intervals during the integration. To restart the problem at a later date,

these data are read int'o the code and the integration continued.

The history data tape contains a restricted set of data for all time
.

steps through the integration, thus providing a " contin uous" record of the

motion history. This tane can then be used later as ir.put to a plotting

program to automatically plot the results generated.

As mentinned previously, the elenent tapes contair, all the data required

to conaute the nonlinear correction forces for those elements composed of

- 27 -
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(potentially) nonlinear matarials. During the acceleration computation

initiated by the call to ACCEL, the nonlinear data from the previous time

step is read off one logical tape, nonlinear forces computed, the new

stress-strain state for each nonlinear element updated, and written off

onto a second logical tape. For the following time step, this second tape

is used as input, the data again updated and written off back onto the

first tape. This procedure is continued through the integration process

alternately reading and writing the elenant tapes to continually update

the element data. The two tapes used to store the element data are Logicals
)

3 and 12.
'

Intecration Steo Size

In the generation of the elastic stiffness tables performed in

LIllK1, a pseudo-period is determined by the following method. The equations

of motion for each node (Equation (1)) can be written as

+ [K]{x) = {F ) + {F") (19)
A[ M ] {'x')

if typical matrix notation is used. A dynamic matrix can be found from

[ M ]-I({F ) + (F ')) (20)
A{S)+[M]~ [K]{x) =

where [ M 3-I[K] is the dynamic matrix, and [ !! ] is a d' agonal mass matrix

(lumped mass configurat. ion). If the dynamic matrix is diagonalized, the

diagonal terms will, of course, correspond to the elastic frequencies of

the system. A reasonable approximation to the highest frequency of the

system can be chosen as the largest value of the main diagonal of the

dynam'c matrix, avoiding the necessity of diagonalizing the system. A

similar operation is perfomed on the coupled structural equations

[ Equation (17b)] to chtain the highest frequency for the soil-structure

system.
- 28 -
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This highest frequency approximation is used to deter.r.ine the shortest '

period in the systen or

2w (21)T =

mm
, max

,

tihere u, is the largest frequency. The integration interval must be

some fraction of this period; this fraction being determined by the stability

of the integration routina used. For the system used in SLAM Code, it has

been found that the time increment should be less than 1/18 of the smallest

pseudo-period. The period is printed out in LIrlK1, after the stiffness and

mass tables are comoleted.

The data read in LK2B (variables ET, V,DT and KINT) are used to determine

the time increment used. If KDT is set to zero, the time increment used

(DT)istakenasthevariablereadinET. This is then checked against the

minimum time given by

lif = Tmin/KINT (22)

If lif is less than DT as read, the program is halted; othertiise, the inte-

gration procedure begins tiith the time increacnt as read. If KOT is set to

one, the time increment is chosen as the value iTT obtained from Equation (22).

Relation Bettieen 'iesh ar.d Intearation Sten Size

As mentioned above, the time step required for stable integration

is detemined by the highest frequency in the system (or highest tlave speed).

In most problems of interest, the conputed response is desired so as to pm-

vide reasonable results over a particular frequency range of interest. The

low frequency ranae, in fact, defines the overall size of the mesh since
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a suitably long record length is required to adequately define the low

frequency content. For examole, if data are desired around the 1 cps

fregroncy range, the record lenath should be at least several seconds long.

Boundaries (including transmitting or nonreflecting boundaries) must then

be placed suitably far from the zone of interest so as not to obtain

spurious signals during the time of interest from the mesh boundaries.

At the high frequency end of the snectrun, the required mesh or

elenent size can be estinated from the approxinate relation

f=c
~4a

where c is the dilatational wave sceed and a is the dimension of the smallest

element in the mesh. If the high frequency response is specified, the size

of the elements required can be determined fron the above relation.

ACCEL
~

This subroutine comoutes the accelerations at each node in the free-'

field and for each structural mode at a given instant of time. From

Equation (1), the node accelerations are comoosed of

' applied nodal forces.

nonlinear correction forces.

elastic stiffness forces..

The stiffness forces are detemined by multiplying the stiffness matrix

coefficients by the appropriate node displacement; the stiffness matrix

being obtained from tape in blocks or " clusters" of 100
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Tha data read off the tape is stored in a buffer area in core

(as specified by the C0|i?t0fi/B/ storage allocation). As will be noted in

a later description of subroutine PLASTF, this same storage area is used

when computing the nonlinear corrt. tion forces.

The parameters associated with the stiffness tables have the follcwing

significance:

ilADJilP(I) = number of nodes adjacent to or connected to a
particular node (less than or equal to 8)

ITYPE(I) = the type of node (0 is free in both directions,
1 means free in one direction, 2 neans fixed in
both directions. See description of data-input).

TilETA(I) = angle of roller sunnort, if ITYPE = 1. (See
description of data innut).

11 ASS (I) = node mass

Referring to Equation (16), the stiffness force terns can be written for

liode i as:

uj + K{'wg+j$(K]uj + Kyu )u-equstion: K
j

=1

(23)

w-equation: IUj'"uj + K'j^j# g + r (K'' u +V2^}'u)
w

4 j

Thus, the stiffness variables in the program can be related to Equation (23)

by the following table:
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Progran Variable _ Stiffness Variables

S!!PUU(I) K

S!! PUN (I) KP, K'[?
li 11

SilPUll(I) K'g'{#

llADJilP(I) il

SADUU(I ,J) K?$
IJ

<

SADUU(I,J) K '!

"
S ADNU(I ,J) K"ia

SADNU(I ,J) K'j^]

The adjacent stiffness values (SADl!U to SADW) are stored in compact form.

To detemine the node number associated with these values (the j of

Equation (11)), the Table !!PADJ(I,J) is used. That is, to determine the

force contribution from the first tem of, say, SADUU (SADUU(I 1)), this

tem must be multiplied by the u-displacement of Node !!PADJ(I,1). The

tem itXADJP refers to the maximum number of nodes that are allowed to be

adjacent to any node which is previously set to 8.

In the node force computation, the first step is to determine the

pressures annlied to the nodes that are loaded (the node numbers specified

by the Vector flPLOAD(I,J)). Up to iri0 nodes can be specified as potentially

loaded nodes along a single surface with tuo such surfaces allowed. The R
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and Z coordinates of these nodes are contained in the arrays PAD and ZAD'

which are maintained in COT 10N. !!ith minor corrections, an arbitrary number
'

of loadej surfaces may be allowed. This procedure will be described in the

discussion of subroutine PRESS. The pressures aoplied to these nodes are

detemined by the call to subroutine PRESS. Both the horizontal (PRESSU)
|

; and the vertical (PRESS!!) pressures are returned to ACCEL. The PRESS

L routine is independent of the rest of the program and any routine required
!

fo'r a particular program can be substituted.

The pressures are converted to node point forces by using the coeffi-

I cients CPRESS which are detemined in LlG and transferred through C0710N.

For example, if the horizontal applied force to flode j is to be computed,
i

the following relation is used:
i

i

3F U= p" C + p?C + p",)C (24)

j where p," is the horizontal prer.sure at ?! ode j, and the C.'s are coefficients

converting presseres at flodes j-1, j and j+1 to the horizontal force at

flode j. The vertical force conoutation is similar, except that the vertical
|

| pressures are substituted for the horizontal pressures. The development

of the coefficients C (i=1, 2, 3) is presented in Ref. 3.

After the pressures are comnuted at all the loaded node points, the

|
nonlinear forces are determined by the call to PLASTF. If the number of

,

nonlinear elements (NUMPEL) are zero, this step is, of course, omitted.

In PLASTF, the nonlinear forces are stored in the preper acceleration loca-

tions. The node stiffness data is then read and stored into the buffer
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storage region (this region tras already used in PLASTF to compute the

nonlinear correction forces). For this cluster of data, the applied forces

developed at all loaded nodes within this cluster are conputed. If the

node type (ITYPE) is 1 (roller support), the applied force is converted to

force components parailel and perpendicular to the roller. The applied
! node forces are then added to the previously determined nonlinear force

co,mponen ts .

The remaining force computation is the elastic stiffness forces which

are computed for the cluster in core. This computation is accomplished
i

by multiplying the stiffness data by the appropriate node displacement.

Again, this is added to the acceleration data already generated. The final

accelerations for all the nodes within the cluster are detennined by

dividing the a cumulated force data by the appropriate node mass. The

procedure is repeated for all the node clusters until the accelerations

of all the nodes are conn '.:ted.

Prior to reading into core the data for the next cluster, the resisting

forces at the nodes attached to the structure (the KX tems minus the non-

. linear correction terms) are stored in a separate array for later use in

computing the structural accelerations. At the completion of the free-

field calculations, the structural accelerations are then determined.

PLASTF_

This subroutine is used to connute the nonlinear correction forces

developed by any materia *4 which exhibits nonlinear or nonelastic behavior.

These correction forces are computed on an element-by-element basis with

the nonlinearities for each elenant detemined at each time step. If th~c
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mesh is composed of materials (zones), all of which possess potential

nonlinearities, data for all the elements must be stored on the element

tapes. If, however, only sone materials in the problem have nonlinear

properties, only those elements which are within these zones of materials

must be maintained on the elenent taoe.

For each element of interest in this computation, a block of data
-

(61 words) is used for transmission and updating of data. The buffer area

(C0!E0VB/) contains space to accept 78 elements at one tira into core.

Thus, the element tapes are blocked in clusters of 78 elements. In each

pass (integration step) through PLASTF, the required data is read in from

the input tape, a cluster at a time, undated, and written onto the output

elenent tape. The next time step uses this output tape as input, updates,

and generates a new outout tane which uns the previous input tape, etc.

The computation of the nonlinear correction forces is based on the

following analysis (ref.1). The stress-strain relation for the nonlinear

materials considered is

T(o) = [C]({c ) _ g,N)) (25)

T
where (c ) is the total strain vector {cr ' Ce * Cz' " "''

linear strain vector, [C] is the clastic stress-strain relation, ana

{o) is the stress vector o , c ' "z, T). The total strains are related
e

to the node displacements by

(c ) = [B]{x) (26)

wherc {x) is the node displacement vector (u , w , u , u), u ' "k, uj , wj),g g j k

u and w are the node displacements as before, and B is a matrix defined by

the element ger.etry. If the element is a triangle, tne t_ ode displacemerit
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vector is a-(1x6) array with the last tuo elements (flode 1) missing.

Thus, the B matrix is either a (4x6) or (4x8) array depending upon whether

the element is triangular or rectangular.

The element nonlinear-correction force can be detennined by the rela-

tion (Ref.1)

(R") = [P]{c") (27) |
J

where (R ) is the vector (R"", R(", .... ) and is either a (1x6) or (1x8)N

array depending on the elenent shape. Once the element nonlinear correc-

tion force is detemined, it is merely distributed to the nodes of the )

Nelement. The total nonlinear correction force {F ) of Equation (2) is

determined as the sum of all the element nonlinear forces surrounding the

nodes.

The procedure followed in PLASTF is then fairly straight foniard.

At any time, t, the current node displacements as well as the past history

of the elements are known (or at least all the data that are required is

maintained). The object is to detemine the nonlinear strain vector
N(c ) for each elcaent, which depends uoan the particular constitutive lau

of the element material. The element cluster data fron the previous time
,

increment is read into the buffer region in core.

The data on this taoe is the following:

NUtiCEL = number of clenents already investigated plus the
number of elements being read in this cluster

f{ELBUF = number of elenents being read in this cluster

N00FEL = original clonent number read in from cards

IZONE = counter describing which material zor.e the element
lies in
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HP = node numbers of the element nodes

B = B matrix of Equation (26)

EPSTIl = total strain vector at centroid of element from
previous time increment

EPSPIl = nonlinear strain vector from previous time step

. SIGIL = previous stress vector

DUM = general data anplicable to each material which must
be used for that natorial analysis.

The next step is to determine the {x) vector of Equation (26) from

the knoctn node displacements (u, w). If a node is on a roller support

(ITYPE=1), the value of u is taken in the direction of the roller while

w is maintained as zero. The total strains at the current time, EPSTI,

are computed from Equation (26). Ilith this data, entry is made into the

material subroutines (filSES, COUL!1R, COMPCT or !!COUL) depending on the.

value of the parameter IPLAST. The current values of the various parameters

are returned from the subroutine and the necessary data updated.

The element nonlinear forces are then computed (FPLAST) from' Equation

(27). These forces are then stored in the proper node acceleration loca-

tions (UDDN, HDDN). The nett data are then written off onto the element

update tcpe.

<

lilSES

This routine is used to determine the current stress and strain state

for a material satisfying the liiscs yield condition (Prandtl-Reuss flow

equations) with arbitrary strain-hardening properties. The yield surface

is defined by the magnitude of effective stress

7) + ('z - 'r) + 6t2)l/2 (28)S = 1_{ (o - 'e ) * I's -8
rN
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The strain hardening is defined by linear segments as shown in Fig. 5.

Up to 10 segments are provided for and these segments are defined by the j

Iparameters SSTAR(J) indicating the effective stress at the beginning of

the segment and 11 STAR (J) indicating the slone of the seament.

If the previous stress-state lay on the yield surface, the plastic

strain-rate vector is defined from the usual nnmality condition. If the

plastic flow occurring over the increnent is assumed to follow the initial

strain-rate vector, the plastic strain increments can be written as

P PAe g;P)
'

P e [G]{o) (29)(Ac ) - =

sg_j

Pwhere (Ac ) is the plastic strain increment vector, {E ) a vector propor-

tional to the plastic strain-rate vector, s ,) is the effective stress atj

the beginning of the increment, fol the corresponding stress-state,g
PAe the increment in effective plastic strain and G a matrix defined by

_ _

2 -1 -1 0

-1 2 -1 0
(30)[G] =

-1 -1 2 0

_0 0 0 6
_

The total effective plastic strain is then given by

eP = g3eP (31)

where the sum is obtained by adding the effective strain increments

developed during each time increment.

The procedure to detemine the current stress state from the previous

known state is as folinws: A fictitious stress state is first connuted
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; by assuming that no new plastic strains will occur over the time increment.

If this were the case, the new stress state would be
|

|

T P
(F)g = [C]({c ){ _ gc )g_)) (32)

where the subscript i refers to the current time step. The effective stress

associated with this state, sg. is obtained from Equetion (28). If

'

sj <_ s _), then no yielding took niace and the b'arred state is the actual
g

N Pstate. In this case, {c )j , (c ) ,g,F);_). (t!ote that for this material,

the nonlinear strains correspond to the plastic strains and the superscripts

NandPareinterchangeable.) If sg > s ,),
then the fictitious stressj

state is inadmissable and a current state r.ust be found, together with the

amount of increased yielding. The new stress state is given by

T e P(oj) [C]({c )j _ gc )j_] _ gg g P)g_)) (33)=

where it is assumed that yielding follows the initial strain rate vector.

From Equations (32) and (33), the correct stress state is

= (E)j - Ae [C]{.P)j_] (34)
P(al j

This new stress state must also lie on the yield surface, that is, the

new effective stress must satisfy

P

= s _) + Hae (35)s
gg

Substituting Equation (34) into Equation,(28) and equating the result to

Equation (35), the following relationship can be obtained to determine

the plastic strain increment,
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\
|

|
2

a6 - 86 + y = 0 (36) i

for the planc strain or axisymetric probica, the parameters of

Equation (36)aregivenby

P
6 = (E/s ,))Aeg

a = A - (H/E)

8 = B + 2(H/E)

y = (s /s _))2 _ ) ,

g g

A = [3/2(1+v)]2 (37)

B = [3/(1+v)](1/s _))(F c +FCeo* z*zg y

where H is the slope of the effective stress-plastic strain curve (Fig. 5)

and E is Young's !!odulus. For the plane stress problem

A = 9/4(1+v)2 - ((2-v)(1-2v)/4(1-v )2][(o + o )/s]2
2

7

2
B = [1/(1-v )]{[(5-4v)/2][( r"r + "z"z)/5 3+

(38)
2 2[(5v-4)/2.l[(Fo + F o )/s ] + [9(1-v)(FT/s )3

where the barred stresses refer to those computed from Equation (32)

and the unbarred stresses to the actual stresses at the beginning of

the increment.

In the subroutine, this procedure is followed Jirectly with some

minor additions. The variables SSTAP., ESTAR, HSTAP. refer to the

effective stress and plastic strain at the beginning of the segm.ent of

I- 40 - 1 ni M, g
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Fig. 5 and HSTAR is the fonvard slope of the segment. The variable N0YILD

indicates the number of segments in the yield curve of Fig. 5. Other

variables of interest are

SYIl = yield stress

SMAXII = maximum effective stress previously obtained, j SYIl

SIl = the effective stress at the previous time step, J SYIl

|
EEFFil = effective plastic strain at the previous time

EPSDIl = plastic strain rate vector at the previous time step.

The first step in the procedure is to compute the barred stresses of Equation

(32). If yielding is to occur (SBAR > SYI1), the remaining procedure is

started. If the previous stress state was below the yield surface, the

stresses and strains are adjusted to obtain a new previous state lying on the

yield surface. The value of 6 of Equation (36) is then computed, which, by

definition, must be positive. If not, an error flag is detected, data

printed out and the probram halted (Cards 1740 to 1950). This usually occurs
T Twhen the total strain increment ({c j } - {c )g_j) is relatively large, so

that a solution based on the initial strain-rate vector is obtainable. It can

easily be shown that if this increment is small, a solution always exists.

As a further check on the solution obtained, an iteration cycle is then

begun to determine an improved value of Acp (variable DEEFF). If the initial

solution is good, obviously only a few cycles need be performed. The itera-

tion cycle is set to continue until the error is computed stress is within

1 percent of the yield surface. This iteration cycle is also needed if,

during the increment, the slope of the plastic yield curve changes so that

adifferent slope H must be used.i
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COUUiR

This subroutine is used for materials which obey the Coulor.b-!!ohr yield

condition with its associated flow rule (normality condition). The yield

surface is defined by
,

f=alj+6'=k (39)
2

where

Ij = o + "o + "zr

o) + I"o - "z) * ("z - #r) ] + t (40)If= (o -

r

and a and k are material properties related to the usual soil properties,
i

the angle of internal friction, 4, and cohesion, c. If these properties

are detemined from a triaxial test series, the parameters of the yield

surface may be found by

a = (2c//.T)[sint/(3 - sint)]

q k = (6c/ 4)[ cost /(3 - sin +)]. (41)

As for the liises material, the plastic strain rate vectors are obtained from

~

the nonnality condition, or

(c ) = a(I) + (1/6 ij)[G]{o) (42)/

where (I) is a unit vector (1,1,1,0) and G is the matrix defined by

Equation.(30).
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In princinal stress space, the yield surface is a cone (Fig. 6) whose

axis makes equal angles with the stress axe :. If we call this axis the A

line, the angle between tne A line and the normal to the yield surface can

be found from

coso = [a /(a2+1/6)]1/2 (43)
2

As before, we proceed by first assuming that no plastic strain occurs

over the increment; a fictitious stress state can be connuted from

T P
{F), = [C]({c }j _ {c yj_]) (44)

If this new stress state lies below or on the yield surface, it is accept-

able and is the true state. If it lies above the yield surface, it is

inadmissible and the correct stress vector must be determined. This new

stress state lies on the yield surface also, and once again, it is assumed

that the plastic strain increment is proportional to the initial strain

rate vector. As in Equation (34), the new stress vector is given by

(alg = {i)g - A[C]{c )g,j (45)

where A is a factor of nroportionality to be found. To conform to the

notation of the program, a vector {A) is defined by

I A
I X
t

A 1 pI

y(= [C]{E )gg (46){A) =
<

2

AJ
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so that

{ol = {F) - A{A} (47)
g

The stress invariants of the new stress state are
.

Ij = T) - 18;
(48)2I' = T' - 218 +Ag

2 2 2 3

where

B =A +A +Aj x y z,

2*fI("r- e)(A - 0') * I's - z)(A
-A)+| B x 3 y

,

(a - NA - A )) i TAz r z w

* f(A -A[+( -A) + (A -^ +^B
3 - x y z z x s

Substituting Equations (48) into the yield condition, the parameter A can
' be found from
',

DA + DA + D =0 (49)j 3

where

22-a8)Dj = (B3
1

2

2 = (2a T B) - 2B2 - 2akB )D j j

D = (T - * 2" -" )3 2 1

As for the Mises material, if the strain increment 's too large, a solution

for A (which must be positive) cannot always be found.

!
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The previous analysis, of course, is based on the assumption that the

initial stress state is not at the apex of the cone. I T it is, the strain-

rate vector is undefined since the stresr. invariant If is zero. 'The pro-

cedure used in the subroutine is as follows: It is first assumed that the

stress state, {o);, remains in the corner. Since the stress is then the same

as the previous stress, {ol _), the clastic strain is the same as previously.
g

Therefore, the entire strain increment had to be plastic, that is,

T{Ac ) {c ); - {c )j_]=

P);_) (50)
T E{c )j _ (c )j_] . gc=

P

{c )$ - {c )3_) - [k(1-2v)/3aE]{I)
=

If the angle between this strain increment vector and the A line is less

than 0 (defined by Equation (43)), this assunction is correct.

If the angle is greater than e, the stress vector {o)$ is used to
define the current stresses. The deviatoric component of (ol is reduced

g

until the stress ooint lies on the yield surface. This new stress point is

taken as the current stress point.

In the subroutine, the variable K0 plier is used to detemine if the

initial stress state lies at the cone apex or not. If KORNER=0, the stress

state at the begin1ing of the increment is not at the anex; while if KORHER=1,.

the initial state lies at the apex. The routine follows the analysis out-

lined above. The only variation is an iteration routine which refines the

solution for A after it is computed from the above procr. dure.

COMPCT

This subroutine is used to detemine the nonlinear strains developed

in a material which exhibits irreversible comoacting properties under

- 45 -
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hydrostatic stress. The analysis used is based upon the constitutive

relations developed in P.ef. 4. Basically, the approach is more empirical

than the previous two constitutive relations but at the same time attempts

to reproduce known propertier of actual soils.

The yield surface description of this material has the following fonn

f = /ff - k (I ) = 0 (51)e j

where

k - a!)[1 + (Ij/2c)], for (I) + c) > 0_

I
(52)k (I ) =

g j

k + (ac/2) , for (I) + c) < 0

where (a, k) are the Coulomb-Itohr parameters defined in Equation (41) and

c is another material parameter which must be specified as input. By com-

parison with the previous analyses, it can be noted that at low values of

hydrostatic pressures, the yield condition is similar to a Coulomb-!1ohr

description, while at high pressures, it apnroaches the 11ises yield criterion

(Fig. 7). The parameter c controls the shape of the yield surface.

'n the subroutine C0!iPCT, two options are allowed the user which, ini

efferrt, allow him to simulate four (4) different material constitutive laws.

It remains to be seen, however, whether these laws are in fact gendral enough

to simulate real soil properties. In any case, it is up to the analyst to

decide which options to use to best suit his purpose. The first option con-

cerns the choice of relation between the hydrostatic stress and the hydro-

static strain. Both options allow for the inclusion of hysteretic effects

in the hydrostatic component, which is not available in either the 14ises

or the Coulomb-!!ohi representations.
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The second option allows for a choice of flow rule to use with the

t yield surface. If an associated flow rule is chosen, the usual nonnality

criterion is entured stating that the plastic strain-rate vector is normal

to the yield surface if tM material is being loaded. An alternt.tt. option can

be used, this allowing a nonassociated flow rule to define the strain-rate

vector. This nonassociated flow rule uses the Mises flow criterion through-

out the yield surface. By noting Fig. 7, this implies that the Mises flow i

rule applies even for values of the first invariant of stress Ij greater
than the parameter c. This option plays a significant role in specifying the

material behavior and has as much validity as the associated flow rule for

real soil materials.

(a) Hydrostatic Pronerties

As mentioned, two different hydrnstatic stress-strain relations

are incorporated in the subroutine which we will denote as Case A and Case B.

The first relation (Case A) is written as a relation between the bulk modulus

and the first s' tress invariant (I) or

K - K (I) + yc) + K (Il+yc)2,for|I|>ycg j 2 j

KL= (53)

- ycK /4) + [(K /yc)(Ij+yc/2)2],for|I)|<yc((K j j _g

where ( is the bulk modulus for the loading case (that is ij > 0), and
K,K,V and y are material parameters. For an unloading situation (i) < 0),g j 7

the bulk modulus is defined as

- K I) + V (I )2, for (I) + I ) < 0
L

K j 7 j jg

(54)K =
u

K (1 al /k) ,for(Ij+1)>04 j

** * 3 '
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where

K = [K +KI + K (I ) ]/(1 + al /k)l/24 9 j 2

and I is another material property. The relationship between K and I j
Iis shown in Fig. 8 and was developed to represent data for a particular

Lsoil type (Ref 4). The value of I is chosen to represent fluid or linear

behavior at high hydrostatic stresses. Below this value, the material is

much stiffer on unloading than on loading.

The second representation of the hydrostatic properties is based upon

Ia trilinear model as shown in Fig. 9. The unloading modulus (K ) must be
u

greater than the loading moduli (K , K , K ). TheparametersI,Ij,K,g j 2 j g

K,K and K must be supplied as input data to the code.j 2 u

In both cases, no information on the tension side is required since

no hydrostatic tensile stresses are allowed in the subroutine.

(b) Shear Properties

As mentioned previcusly, two different flow rules are speci-

fied in the subroutine. The nonassociated flow rule, being simpler, is dis-

cussed first. The first step in the analysis is to divide the stress and

strain vectors into their hydrostatic ar d deviator components, or

(a) = {s) + 11{I)
(55)

{c) = {c) + E{I)

where (I) is the unit vector {1,1,1,0), as before. The stress-strain

relation is simply:

b = (1/3K)ii
(56). .

(e) = (1/2G){s) + A{s)
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where K is the bulk modulus, G is the shear modulus and A is a factor of

proportionality (greater than or equal to zero) to account for plastic strain
!
; increments .

The invariant relationships are

l

Ij = 3H
'

(57).

I = 3Hj

and

I' = -(1/2){s)'[F]{s)2 (58)
hj=-{s)'[F]{s)

,

where F is the matrix
_ __

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0
[F] (59)=

1 1 0 0

_0 0 0 -2
_

The yield condition can be written as

2
I' = k
2 eor (60).

Ij=SIj

j where k is a function of I only and is defined in Equations (51) and (52).g j

The term a is

a = 2k k' (61)g

where

k' = dk,/dI)
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Substituting Equation (56) into (60) and usino the relations of |

|Equation (58), the parameter A may be found from '

A = (1/4GI') -85 - (s)'[F]{I) (62)j

where the vector (f) is defined as

(h)=2G{c) (63)

d
.

From Equation (56), I) can be found from,

f)=9Kk. (64)j

In the subroutine, Relation (62) is used to obtain the value of A by
,

using the values of the variables at the beginning of the increment together
i

with the known increments in strain.

The development for the associated flow rule is similar to the above

except for the influence of plastic flow on the hydrostatic stresses. The

j stress-strain rate relations are
!
i . .

3 E = (1/3K)H - Ak'
8

(65).

(e) = (1/2G){s) + (A/2/fj){s).

Substituting these into Equation (60), the parameter A can be found as

A = (-9KBE - {s)'[F]{f)).. (66)
; (2G/Tj + 9Ksk')

:
NCOUL

__

This routine is used for materials whose shear strength transfer is

defined by a sinole two-dimensional lichr envelope, rather than the complex
,

- 50 -
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relations for the general Coulomb-Mohr material defined previously. A Hohr

envelope is defined again by the cohesion and friction angle. The element

(the zero thickness crack model) has a given orientation defined by the

angle of the element to the horizontal. All stresses and strains are rotated

to this orientation.

A iictitious stress state is first cor.guted assuming that no' shear slip
t
'

occurs during the increment and that both normal and shear stresses are

computed. If the shear stress exceeds the allowable, defined by the relation

T,jj, = c - o tanc, (67)n

the shear stress is then reduced to the allowable. This new stress state is

rotated back to the (R,Z) directions and nonlinear "stri. ins" computed from

{c ) , gc ) - [c]-I{o). (68)N T

,

These plastic strains although not related to any " flow rule" for the material

will yield the correct stress state in the usual calcula% ions performed in

the remainder of the code.

.
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5.0 Special Routines for LIrlK2

In the integration phase of the program, several subroutines are

primarily problem dependent; these routines specifying essentially the

-loading and boundary inputs to the problen. These routines , therefore,

can be added and changed at will to suit the particular problem of interest,

and the only concern need be the transfer of the proper data between these

routines and the calling programs. The specific routines of concern are:

PRESS - compute any applied surface pressures
'

QUIET - co.mpute quiet boundary motions

BOUND - input specific boundary notions

QGEi!ER - compute applied generalized loadings to the
embedded structure.

Subroutine PP.ESS

Subroutine PRESS must be specified for each problem to be solved.|

Obviously, some subroutines may be writtan to anply to a wide class of prob-

lems, but this decision is left to the umr. Basically, the data input to

PRESS transferred through the list is the following:

MXLIllE = maximun number of loaded surfaces (limited to 2)

ItXLOAD = maximum nunber of loaded node points on a given
surface (100)

LOADNP = the actual nunber of loaded node points on a surface

LIllES = number of :.urfaces (1 or 2)
1

RAD = radial coordinates of the loaded nodes (inches)

.

- 52 -
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|
ZAD = vertical coordinates of the loaded nodes (inches) l

T = time (seconds)
,

TX = constant to convert T to real time (seconds)

'
The output from the subroutine is PRESSU and PRESSil, the horizontal and

vertical pressure components applied to the nodes.

| As mentioned previously, the current formulation accepts pressure applied

along two loaded surfaces of connected nodes. To include several more such

loaded surfaces in the problem, only minor changes must be made. In this

desc'ription, it will be assumed that it-loaded surfaces will be allowed and

that N (< !!) surfaces will be used in a particular problem._

(a) The C0!?t0ft region variables should be changed to

LOAD!!P(fi), ?!PLOAD(M,100), RAD (M,100), ZAD(M,100),

CPRESS(M,100,3).

(b) The COMi-iOM/A/ region variables should be changed to

PRESSU(M,100), PRESSH(M,100). The changes in (a) and

(b) will allow up to 100 r. odes on each of the M-loaded

surfaces. These can be decreased by changing the

dimension of these variables as desired.

(c) In the MAIN routine, set liXLIllE=M.

(d) In LIG, make sure the proper data for il-loaded surfaces

are read from cards (LIllES=fi).

The specific pressure routine included in this version of SLAM Code

is designed to generate the overpressure history for ground ranges in the

10 to 50 psi region. The pressure pulse is assumed to be a steady one

(constant shane) which travels from left to right at a constant shock
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velocity (U). The computer time (t) is assumed to start when a ground

disturbance reaches the left hand boundary of the mesh. The airblast

pulse is then assumed to be delayed by an amount (t ), such that at aD

specific time, to in the computations, the air pressure shock front has

reached a range

R = U(t - t ). (69)D

Conversely, at a given range, R, the arrival time, t , of the shock front isA

& R/U. (70)tA=tD

The parameters of the pressure pulse fonn are taken from Ref. 9. The input

to the problem is specified as the peak overpressure (P ), the weapon yieldg

(U) and the delay time, t . At a given ground range (R), the pressure pro-
D

file is given by

f0 , for t < tA
= 4 P e-"(1 - T) , for tA < t < (tA+t) (71)P(t) g p

0 ,for(tA + t ) <'tp

where

r = (t - t )/tA p

t = arrival time (Equation (70))
A

t = positive phase duration.
p

The parameters of Equation (71) are defined by

U = 1100[1 + (6/7)(P /14.7)]o

a = (log P )/1.53 (72)g

- 54 -
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t = (W) [(6.25-logP)/18]p g

where the units are P in psi, U in fps, and W in KT.

Subroutine GUIET -|

As discussed in Section I of this report, the quiet boundary condition

makes use of the central difference scheme. The data transferred to the

subroutine and contained in the list _ are:

T = current time in the machine

DT = integration time step

UD,WD = velocity vectors of all the node points ,

UDD,WDD = corresponding acceleration vectors

NUti!!P = number of node points in problem

11AXflP = maximum number of node noints

NPTN = vector converting original numberino scheme. to
new numbering scheme.

The OUIET subroutine is entered at each time step in the integretion after

all the node accelerations have been computed in ACCEL. The objective is to

modify the accelerations of the quiet boundary nodes such that these nodes

behave as though other node points exist outside the mesh. Any algorithm

desired can be used in place of the one included in this version of SLAll Code.

Subroutine B0ut!D

This subroutine is used to input any notion time history (either dis-

placenents or velocities) to a particular set of node points or a boundary

surface. The variables transferred through the subroutine list are:
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T = machine time

!!AXNP = maximum number of node points

NUMNP = number of node points

UN,tlN = either r.ue displacement or velocity vectors !

NpTN = vector converting original numbering scheme ;

to new numbering schem j

ISilTCH = counter to indicate if either displa:erents or i
velocities are specified.

'

As may be noted from Subroutine LK20, calls te Subroutine BOUND are initiated

both before and after tne accelerations are computed in ACCEL. If displace- i

ments are to be specified (IS!fTCil=1), these should be specified bcfore the

node accelerations are comouted. If velocities are to be specified (ISl#CH=2),

these should be specified after the node accelerations cre computed.

The specific routine included herein is one in which displacements are

to be specified from data cards. This routine allows specification of the#

displacement history along a vertical line of nodes in the mesh. Horizontal

and vertical displacenent records are entered at several depths (up to 4)

and displacements computed at the nodes between these depths by linear inter-

polation. Hodes above the first depth receive the sar:e motion as the first

reconi while nodes below the last depth receive the srae motion as the last

reconi.

Subroutine 0GENER

This subroutine is used to generate the modal forces applied to the

embedded structure. Again, any subroutine can be used to satisfy a given

problem. The particular one included herein takes specific data read from
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cards at given' times. - These -input times are converted to machine time by

the parameter TSTART or

-t=t 3t (73)input start
.

For the data specified, space has been allowed for up to twenty generalized ~

forces (associated with 3 rigid body + the . free-field modes) for twenty time

periods. For times between these input times, linear interpolation -is used,

while for tirres greater than that associated with the last force record,

the generalized . forces are set to zero. More space can be casily supplied
L

if more digitized force data are to be used as . input.

.The data transferred to the calling program (ACCEL) through the sub-

i routine list are:

MXSEQS = maximum number of modal equations of motion for

structure

NUMEQS = number of structural modal equations

T = machine time

QSA = generalized force vector associated with this machine

' time

NUMSTR = embedded structural type.
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6.0 Description of L_ INK 3

As di' cussed previously, the output for a solected set of node points

and elements as well as the structural radal coornm. 2 are stored on

. Logical 14 for potential use in Lit K3 or for plotting purposes. If_the

parameter K5pEC in the itAIN program is set equal to 1, LINK 3 is perfonned.

In LINK 3, the shock spectra for a selected set of free-field node points

or structural boundary node points can be conputed. The nodes specified

for shock spectra calculations nust be fron among the nodes whose history - l

has been stored on Logical 14 (originally snecified as the output nodes in

LINK 2). Iot all of the output nodes need have spectra computed for its
<

generated notien.

Either or both of the '.; izontal and vertical shock spectra can be

computed for the free-fic.u nodes as mil as the structural nodes. For

each node point in the free-field, the acceleration history is taken from

Logical 14, stored in core, and a call to subrotsine SPECTA-initiated to

compute the shock spectra. .For the structural boundary node points (if any),

the motion history is computed from modal component histories. The shock

spectra is computed as before.

Subroutine SPECTA

The subroutine computes the shock spectra for a given acceleration-time

history supplied as input through the subroutine list. The frequency band

for spectra computation has been set in the DATA statement from 1 cps to

1,000 cps. The shock spectra is comouted from the solution of the simple
,

linear oscillator with a specified damping subjected to the acceleration input.

I
i
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7.0 Output from Corfe

As discussed previously, two types of output are generated, tape

storage and printed storage. In subrcutine F0P 1, three output parameters

are read from cards, namely,10 TAPE,10PAPE and 105 AVE.

10 TAPE indicates the nuder of integration steps between tape writes

for the motion history onto logical Ta9e 14. A selected amount of data

generated at each time step, concerned with output elements, output nodes

and structural notion is stored pcmr.nently onto this tape for later use

j (plot and/or analysis).

10PAPE ' indicates the number of integration steps between paper printout

of the same data. Usually, printout is not desired as often as the data

is written onto the save tape.

The parameter 10SAVE is used to indicate uhen the entire problem param-

eters and motions are stored onto the restart tane (Logical Tape 8). This

is usually done at the beginning of the problen and at the end of the run.

However, if physical tapes are used in the run, breakdowns usually occur

due to excessive tape wear during the run. In this case, the save tape

should be written more often so that restart can begin at a later time in

the run.

The output data that is stored on the tape is data associated with

elements, nodes and the embedded structure. The elemaats for which output

is desired are soecified from cards in LIA by the paraneters [flELOUT(I),

1 = 1, i1ELOUT]. The data associated with this are the following:

1



e

NELOUT eler.ent number=

STRESS (4) stresses 'at the centroid of the element=

("r' "e "z' d
maximum principal stressSTRI1AX . =

minimum principal stressSTRMIN =

angle of principal stresses from horizontalANGLE =

The' nodes for which output is desired are specified from cards in F0Pli

by the paranaters [IlPnUT(I), I=1, f!!)MOUT]. The data associated with this

are the following:

M00LD original node number=

MONEW new node number=

horizontal and vertical displacements (inches)UDISPL, WDISPL =

horizontal and vertical velocities (ips)UVEL, WVEL =

horizontal and vertical accelerations (g's)UACCEL, WACCEL
'

=

horizontal and vertical pressures (psi)PU,PN =

The structural data stored (and printed) are the following:

XS(I) modal displacements=

XSD(I) nodal velocities=

XSDD(I) modal accelerations= ,

QSA(I) mcdal loads applied to the structure=

FRSTRC(J) resisting forces developed at the attached=

nodes to the structure.

Each time the restart tape or the history tape is written, a message is

printed out. so that the user can monitor the latest state of the data storage.

.
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IlELOUT element number=

STRESS (4) stresses at the centroid of the element=

(o , o ' "z' ')p s

STR'1AX maximum principal stress=

STRMIll minimum principal stress=

ANGLE angle of principal stresses from horizontal=

'

The nodes for which output is desired are specified from cards in FORM

by the parameters [NPOUT(I) . I=1, t'll".0UT]. The data associated with this
' are the following:

M00LD original node number=

MONEW new node nueer=

UDISPL, WDISPL horizontal end vertical displacements (inches)=

UVEL, WVEL horizontal and vertical velocities (ips)=

UACCEL,llACCEL horizontal and vertical accelerations (g's)=

PU,PW horizontal and vertical pressures (psi)=

The structural data stored (and printed) are the following:

XS(I) modal displacements=

XSD(I) modal velocities=

XSDD(I) modal accelerations=

QSA(I) modal loads applied to the structure=

FRSTRC(J) resisting forces developed at the attached=

nodes to the structure.

Each time the restart tane or the history tape is written, a message is

printed out so that the user can monitor the latest state of the data storage.
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8.0 Summarv

I-
?-

|
.This renort has attemoted to describe in detail the analysis and

program oneration of SLNi Code. The_ program has been written to provide
|

maximum flexibility to the user, naking heavy usage of tape files for

! - auxiliary storage. This additional flexibility has been obtained at a- j

i price of slower operation (additional I/O procedures). The Code can be

reasily mo' ified, of course, to sceed up the operation by climinating much1d

. of the tane handling procedures. The user must decido, therefore, which

(is more'important to solve his problems.

:

|

|

I-

i
!
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INTERCHANGE DATA OUTPUT DESIRED DATA

AT T-T AT TIME Tg,

RETURN TO
I,t > t,, MAIN

PROGRAM

COMPUTE x (t)
''

= (t- At)+ ( (t) + att- At)) At/2
.,

I t o t + At |

l
COMPUTE ACCELERATIONS COMPUTE (t)

att) = (t- At) + nti-At) At~

(SUBROUTINE ACCEL) + (t- At)(At)3#8

Figure 4. Basic Flow Diagram of LK2B Subroutine
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Figure 5. Mises Hardening Relationship
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APPLilDIX A

_ CONTROL CARDS _

The following sets of control cards are used for a SLN4 run:

1. Job Card: t, STl4FZ, Ta, Pb,

t = title
a = running time in octal seconds
b = job priority 1 to 3 with 1 lowest

2. Account Card: Account (a,b)
.,

a -= I D
b = Account t! umber

3. Tape Request for Restart (only needed if tapes are to be saved):

REQUEST, TAPE 8, *PF.
REQUEST, TAPE 14, *PF.

,

REQUFST, TAPE 20, *PF.
4. SLAM Program: FILE, TAPE, RT=W, BT=J, MBL=S120

. STAGE, TAPE, NT, PE, E, VJN=K2690

OR

ATTACH (0LDPL, SLA!11, ID = ZZGCN4)

5. Calcomp Tapes

ATTACH (LIB 1,FR80 LIB)
ATTACH, LIB 2, CALCOMPLIB.
LIBRARY (LIB 1, LIB 2)

6. ID cards for Microfiche output (only if microfiche requested)

ID CARD (TAPE 99, a, T129, $ b$, PLFI)
ID CARD (MIKE, $ B$, a, T129, PRFI)

,

a = tlame
b = Title

7. UPDATE (F)

8. FTN (I= COMPILE, L=0)

9. LDSET(PRESET =ZERO)

10. LG0 (PL = a)
a = number of lines of output

+
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11. SaveTapesforRestart(onlyifrequired):

EXIT (U)
CATALOG (TAPE 8 SAVE 8, ID = a, RP = 10)
CATALOG (TAPE 14, SAVE 14, ID = a, RP = 10)
CATALOG (TAPE 20, SAVE 20. ID = a, RP = 10)

l
' Note: If the problem is a Restart, then.the following cards are
,

required h> stead of the 3 cards above,
t

! ATTACH TAPE 8, SAVE 8, ID = a)
! ATTACH TAPE 14, SAVE 14. ID = a
| ATTACH TAPE 20, SAVE 20, ID = a

j Copy output onto microfiche (only if microfiche requested)12.

REWIND (0UTPUT)
COPY (PUTPUT, MIKE)

13.. E0R

14. E0R
,

15. SLAM D&ta
,

16. EOF

f

'i

b

f
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APPEllDIX B,

Data Deck Innut,

1. _ Deck Setuo

The Data Deck is read from cards in specific subroutines. Generally,

five card columns are used for integer numbers and ten card columns are

used for floating point numbers. The restart condition is determined

from the first card by the Parameter KRUN. If KRUN = 0, en initial run

is perfomed and all data cards are required. If KRt1 = 2, only the second

and third links (integration and spectra calculations) are perfomed. For

this condition, however, previously calculated data from an initial run must
'

be available fron tape, namely, the Restart fane (Logical Tape 8), and the

Stiffness Save Tape (Logical Tape 20) which are required as input to the

program. The calculations are then continued from the last time on the

restart tape (last time from previous run) to a new final time TliAX. The

generated history tape (Logical Tape 14) which contains the motion data

for the output nodes, the stress data for the output elements and the struc-

tural mode histories, can either be placed on a new save tape or the new

generated history data can be added to the previous hi' story tape generated

from the initial problem run. A data generator is available to generate much

of the following data. This is described in Appendix D.

For an initial run (KRUN = 0), the data deck input format is composed of

; the following clusters of data:

Data Tape Subroutine

Restart Condition MAIN Program

Mesh Data LIA

Pressure Surface Data LIG
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Data Type Subroutine
_

Run Time Data LNK2

OutpuC~ Node Data FORM

Pressure Data PRESS

Output Tape Data OUTPUT

Boundary Input Motion Data BOUND

Quiet Boundary Data QUIET

Shock Spectra Data LNK3

For a restart condition (KRUN = 2), the data deck format is

composed of the following clusters of data:

Data Type Subroutine

Restart Condition MAIN Program

Run Time Data LNK2

Output Node Data FORM

Boundary Input Motion Data BOUND

Pressure Data PRESS

Quiet Boundary Data QUIET

Output Tape Data OUTPUT

Shock Spectra Data LNK3

2. Restart Condition Data

This data is read in the MAIN Program. It consists of the

parameters (the card format for this and all other cards is

shown in parentheses): KRUN, KSPEC, ANAME (2IS,llA6)

If KRUN = 0, initial run; if KRUN = 2, restart condition and

Logicals 8, 20 (and possibly 14) are required with card data.

If KSPEC = 0, the shock spectra calculations of LK3 are omitted,

- 75 -
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While if KSPEC = 1 shock spectra are computed. If KPLOT = 0,

no CALCOMP plots are generated; if KPLOT = 1, CALCOMP plots augmented.

ANAME is a program title name.
'

3. Mesh Data
_

The itesh Data is read in Subroutine L1 A. It consists of node data,

element data, material property data and output element data.

Card Groun Variables Tomat

1.0 At!A'iE (!'esh Title) (12A6)

All these variable desionations allow
the use of alnhanunaric characters to
aid in data cutout intern:etation.

.

1.1 flu:itiP, f:U"EL, ISTPIS, IPRI!if (415)

f!!!!!!!P - f!unber of finde P. Sir.ts (< 1000)

flu!*El - ?!unber of Elements'

ISTEES - Stress Condition,

= 0 axisyrinetric problen
= 1 plane strain ornblom

= 2 plane stress problen

IPPINT - Internediate orintout of tables'

in LI A; if = 0, no nrintout

2.0 AllA'E (fiode Point Data) (12A6)

2.1 ft, R(fi), Z(ff), ITYFE(!!), T!!T.TA(t!) (IS, 2E10.0, Il0, E10.0)-

(Card 2.1 is reneated fili?!P tiries)

N - flode Point lumber

R - Padial coordinate (ft), nositive to right

2 - Depth coordinate (ft), positive dounward

!

'
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_ Card Groun Variables Fomat

ITYPE - Restraint Condition of !!cde,

= 0 unrestrained
= 1 roller support

= 2 fixed node

THETA - If ITYPE=1,)TilEin is the angle(in degrees of the roller
support Ecasured from the
horizontal, nositive clockwise

3.0 AtlNiE (Zone or Material Property Data) (12A6)

3.1 NZONES (IS)

il7.0tlES = ilumber of !!aterials (or Zones)
in Problen (< 5)
(p.cmainder of Card Group 3 is
concerned with data for each
zone and is therefore repeated
NZO!{ES times)

3.2 IZ, NIA",E (IS,12A6)

IZ = Zcne !! umber of l'aterial for uhich
flaterial Property Data is to follati

AllN4E = Material Zone llame

3.3 IELAST, IPLAST,ilGT, El , ..... ES (2I5,6E10.0)

IELAST - Specifies type of elastic
stress-strain relation of
material . If IELAST
= 1 isotropic
= 2 anisotropic
= 3 linear compressible fluid

IPLA! T - Specifies type of nonlinearity
in material stress-strain law,
= 0 linear material
= 1 von !!!ses materici
= 2 Coulonh-Mohr material
= 3 comnacting material
= 4 crack material .

If IPLAST/0, IELAST must equal I
since only isotronic nlastic
behavior has been included.
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, Card Group- Variables Fomat

flGT - Unit treight of !!aterial (pcf)

El, E2, E3, E4, ES -
i

(a) If IELAST = 1, |

El is Young's Itodulus (psi)
E2 is Poisson's Ratio, and jc
E3 to E5 are omitted.

'

(b) If IELAST=2, these ara coef-
ficients of anisotronic naterial
described in Ref.1 Vol.1, p.16.

(El=a, E2=E, E3=b, E % , ES=ii).

(c) If IELAST=3, El is the fluid
bulk modulus and E2 to E5 are
onitted.

(If IPLAST=0, material i.; elastic
and remainder of zone .la:a is
omitted).

3.4.1 Il0YILD (IS)

3.4.2 (SSTAR(J),J=1,ll0YILD) (7E10.0)

3.4.3 (HSTAR(J),J=1,fl0YILD) (7E10.0)

N0YILD - I! umber of line:r segoents
in the material stress-
strain comorcs:sion drta
(< 10) not cou;' ting the
tiiitial linear segment.

SSTAR - Stress at the beginninq
of the linear scgr.ent (psi)

HSTAR - Slope of the linear segment
(psi)

(If IPLAST/1, Card Group 3.4 is
omitted).

3.5.1 C0HESN, FRCTN! (2E10.0)

C0HESil - Soil Cohesien (nsi)
associated with !'ohr
failure envelcro.

h



Card Group _ V,ariables Fonnat
.

FRCTAN - Friction Angle in Denrees

(flote: These parameters correspond to
the usual cohesion and friction
angle obtained from triaxial test
results on soil / rock scnales).

(If IPLAST/2, Card Group 3.5.1 is onitted).

3.6.1 LI!1 EAR. IASSOC, AG0, ALPl!A, CAPPA, C0!!STC (215,4E10.0)
I

|
LINEAR - Connacting !!cdia Counter

t

=0 variable bulk codulus
material

#1 trilinear bulk undulus
material

IASSOC - Flow Rule Counter

=0 nonassociated flow rule
=1 associated flou rule '

AGO - Shear !!odulus (osi)

ALPilA - Yield Coefficient a

CAPPA - Yield Coefficient k

CCt!STC - Yield Coefficient c

3'.6.2 AKO, AK1, AK2, GNiiA, AJ1 LIQ (6E10.0)

AKO - Bulk !!odulus Coefficient K for
Variable Bulk i'odulus !'edi3'

AK1 - Bulk !!odulus Coefficient K forlVariable Bulk liodulus Medio

AK?. - Bulk Idodulus Coefficient K f
Variable Bulk !!odulus t'edi$ or

GNVtA - Bulk liodulus Coefficient y for

Variable Bulk liodulus l'edia

AJ1 LIQ - Bulk !1odulus Coefficient J
for Variable Bulk t'odulus
11edia

(!!ote: Card 3.6.2 onitted if LI! LEAR =1).

"
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Card Groun Variables Tomat

3.6.3* AKO, AKl AK2, AKU. AJ10, AJll (GE10.0)
AK0 - Initial Dulk !!odulus K forgTrilinear ':edia

AK', - Second Eulk liodulus K forjTrilinear tiedia

AK2 - Comnaction P,ulk !'o 'ulus K
for Trilinear l'edia 2

'AKU - Unloading Bulk liailulus K
ufor Trilinear ::cdia

AJ10 - Hydrostatic Pressure at Ubich
Second Bulk liadulus Anolies.

AJll - llydrostatic Pressure at Which
Compacting Bulk !!adulus Applies.

(Note: Carif 3.6.3 or.itted if LIflEAP,=0
Card G oup 3.6 ct. titled if IPLAST/3).

3.7.1 C01:ES|'l, FPCTA!! (2E10.0)

C0HES'l - Coh?sion (nsi) for Cracked
Elemnt for Sinnie coulonh-
Itohr Slip "odel

FP.CTAff - Friction Angle (degrees)

(Car.d 3.7.1 omitted if IPLAST/4).

4.0 ANAME(OutputElementData) (12A6)

4.1 f.tELOUT (15)

11ELOUT - flumber of Elements for Hhich
Stress Output is desired (<100)

4.2 (NELOUT(J), J=1, f!ELOUT) (1415)

NELOUT - Eler.nnt !!unbers of Output
Elenants

(Card 4.2 omitted if liELOUT=0).

5.0 ANNtE (Elemnt Data) (12A6)

5.1 NU:iE,120flE, fiPI, !!PJ, ?!PK, NPL , llCRACK (7I5)
(Card 5.1 renaated flu'IEL times)

The data for the comactino ntiel is entered with hydrostatic conpressive*

stresses ,taken as Positive numbers. See Figures 8 and 9.
J " ''; - 80 -
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Card Group Variables, Fonnat

NU!iE - Element ths.ber

IZONE - 7one of I'aterial in llhich
Element Occurs

llPI, llPJ, !!PK, i:PL - liode Point
Numbers of the '' odes of the Elenent.
If triangular clerent, flPL=0.

NCRACT, - If 0 regular element
if I crack r.edel.

Ilode nunbers r:iust be in ,.

cloctuise order for crack
nodel.

6.0 ANNIE (Starting r! ode Data) (12A6)

6.1. NUtiST (15)

llUMST - liumber of Starting flodes for
lienur.iharing Algorithm

6.2 [l4 START (I), !=1, fiU'tST] (1415)

IISTART - I; ode Nuq5ers for Start flodes

4. Pressure Surface Data

These data are read in Subroutine LIG. They describe the node points

to which pressures will be anplied (if any).

Card Groun Varichles Fonnat

1.0 ANNIE (Loaded l' ode Point Data) (12A6)

1.1 LINES (IS)

1.2 LOAD'!P (IS)

1.3 (NPLOAD(I).I=1, LOAD!!P) (1415)

LINES - !! umber of Loaded Surfaces
(up to tuo allowed)

LOAD'!P - !!ur.ber of i: odes on the loaded
Surface (< 100)_
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' Card Group _ Variables Format

NPLOAD - Node Point Numbers of the
Loaded Surface. Entered
in consecutive order starting
with the first loaded node
point and moving in the direc-
tion on the surface such that
the outer normal is on the left.

(Cards 1.2 and 1.3 repeated LINES times)
(Cards 1.2 and 1.3 omitted if LINES =0)

l

5. Initial Stress Da_ta j

l

The Initial Stress Data is made in LKlJ. Initial stresses are read

for NSTRSS elements in the following forms.

Card Group Variables format

1.0 ANAME (Initial Stress) (12A)

2.0 NSTRSS (15)

3.0 These cards are repeated NSTRSS times

NEL,(SIGINLJ),J=1,4) (IS,6E10.0)
(EPSTINLJ),J=1,4) (5X,6E10.0)
(EPSPINLJ),J=1,4),EFFIN (5X,6E10.0)

NEL = Element number

SIGIN = INITIM STRESS VECTOR

EPSTIN = Initial total strain vector

EPSPIN = Initial plastic strain vector

EFFIN = Initial effective plastic strain

6. Structural Data

The Structural Data is read in LK2A. Special structural types have-

,

been included and are specified by the counter NUMSTR. If NUMSTR = 0,

no embedded structure occurs in the problem and only a free-field wave

problem is investigated. If NUMSTR = 1, the embedded structure is con-

siderci to be a rigid body with three degrees of freedom (two translation
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and a rotation). If NUMSTR = 2, the structure is a general flexible circular

tunnel lining including shell bending according to the inextensional bending

. theory. If NUMSTR = 3, the same circular tunnel model is treated but only

horizontal, e.g. , motion is included. If NUMSTR = 4, a general structural-

model is treated, with general modal data used as input.

Card Group Variables Format

! 1.0 ANAME (Structural Data) (12A6)

1.1 NUMSTR (IS)

(If NUMSTR=0, remainder of structural
data is omitted.),

1.2 NMSTNP (IS)

NMSTNP - Number of Nodes Attached to
Structure (_40).

1.3 (NPSTRC(I),I=1,NMSTNP) (1415)

1.4 RCG, ZCG (2E10.0)

RCG, ZCG - Coordinates of c.g. of
Structure (ft)

1.5 ANAME (Structural Type Name) (12A6)
1

2.0 WEIGHT, ROTARY (2E10.0)

WEIGHT - Weight of Rigid Structure (lbs)
2ROTARY - Rotary Weight (lb-ft )

(Card 2.0 omitted if NUMSTRfi)

3.0 RADIUS. THICK, PCF, EM00, XNU NBMODE (SE10.0,IS)

RADIUS - Radius of Cylinder (ft)

THICK - Thickne: of Liner (in)

PCF - Unit Weight of Liner Material (pcf)

EM00 - Elastic Modulus of Liner Material

XNU - Poisson's Ratio
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i

lCard Group _ Variables format q

NBMODE - Number of| Bending Modes ( < 8) |
;

-(Card 3.0 omitted if NUMSTR not equal to 2 or 3) ]

4.0 NSMODE NSD0F (215)

NSMODE - Number of free-free modes of
structure ( < 20 including rigid
body modes)7

HSD0F - Number of structural degrees of
freedom for each mode vector for
structure ( < 150).

4.1 tuiOR(I), NVER(I) (215)

NHOR - Location in Mode Vector of
Horizontal Degree of Freedom
Associated with Attached Node I

NVER - Location in Mode Vector of Vertical
Degree of Freedom

(Card 4.1 is repeated NMSTNP times. Input
order must be the same as input order of
NPSTR of Card 1.3. )

4.2 FREQ,GMASS (2E12.5)

FREQ - Frequency of Free-free Mode (cps).
Zero for rigid body modes.

; GMASS - Generalized Mass Associated with,

Mode
1

4.3 (AM0DEC),I=1,NSD0F) (7E11.4)

AMODE - Mode Vector for Particular Mode
- (Cards 4.2 and 4.3 repesteo NSMODE times)

7. Run Time Data
,

1.0 TMAX, DT, KDT, KINT, KTAPE (2E10.0,EIS)

TMAX - Maximum or Final Time (sec)
of integration

DT - Time Increment (sec) of integration |
'

I
KDT = 0, use DT as read ''

= 1, choose GT from period
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V

!

_ Card Group. Variables fonnat

KINT --Interval for choosing DT,
(usually 20)

|

KTAPE = 0, uses two tapes for stiffness
| matrix
!

.

.

. = 1, use cne tape
8. 0_utput flode Data

1.0 ANN 4E (output flode Data) (12A6)

1.1 tiU:10VT, 10 TAPE, 10PAPE .(3IS),

ilUMOUT - flumber of flode Points for,

which output history is'

desired ( < 100)

10fAPE - Number of Intervals between
Output Writes coto logical 14, |
the Output History T3pe (Note that
the time increment at which records
are written on 14 determines the
maximum frequency attainable in
response spectra)

10PAPE - Number of Intervals between
; Output Printing

,

1.2 [r:00LD(I),I=1,I;UMOUT) (1415)-

liOOLD - Output I; ode Nunbers (Note that spectra
'

may only be determined for these nodes)

(Card 1.2 omitted if NUM00T = 0.)

1.3 ANAME (Save Tape Data Title) (12A6)
i

1.4 10SAVE (IS),

10SAVE - f: umber of Intervals between
Save Tape (Logical 8) Writes.

'

9. Quiet Mode Data

1.0. ANN 4E (Quiet Boundary Data) (18A4))

1.1 NRIGHT, f4 BOT, NLEFT, ICORNER (14F5),

IIRIGHT - flumber of Quiet Nodes in Right
Boundary

fib 01 - fiu'mber of Quiet T: odes in BottomI

Boundary

fiLEFT - !! umber of Quiet Nodes in Left
Boundary
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Card Group, Variables Fonna t

ICORNER - Left Corner Condition
= 0, Regular Bottom Boundary
= 1, Quiet Vertically only

1.2 NN0DE(I),I=1,NRIGHT (1415)

NN0DE(I) - Node Number in Bottom

1.3 NN0DE(I),I=1,NLEFT (1415),

NN0DE(I) - Node Numbers in Left Boundary

2.0 NUMB, IZONE, NPI, NPJ, NPK, NPL, NL, DR, (715,2E10.0)
DZ, repeat NUMEL times j

i NUMEL - Number of Rectangular Elements on
Boundary

NUMB - Element Number

IZONE - Material Zone

; t'PI, NPI, NPK, NDL - Corner Nodes of
Element

| NL =0, Regular Element
=1, Cracked Element.

DR - Width of. Element (ft)

DZ - Depth of Element (ft)

10. Boundary Data

1.0 ANAME (Boundary Data) (12A6)

1.1 NN0 DES, 10!SPL, ITAPE, ICOMP, IDIM (1415)

NN0 DES - Number of Boundary Nodes

10lSPL =0, both Horizontal and Vertical
Record

=1, Horizontal Record only
=2, Vertical Record only

! ITAPE =0, Input off Cards
=1, Input off Tape 18

,
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,Lurd Lacup 'uriui>1es i e , niu_t_.

ICOMP =1, Displacements
=2, Accelerations

~ IDIM =1, Units (in)
=2, Units (ft)
=3, Units

1.2~ (N0 DES (I),I=1,NN0 DES) (1415)
I'

[ N0 DES (I) - Node Numbers

(Orbit Set 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2 if ITAPE = 1

2.0 NRCDS, TSTART, DT (IS,2E10.0) i

NRCDS'- Number of records

TSTART - Starting Time of Problem with
.

Respect to Record (sec) '

'
i DT - Time Increment of Record (sec)
'

2.1_ (UDISPL(I),I=1,-NRCDS) (8E9.0)
' Omit if 101SPL=2

]
= Horizontal Record

i 2.2 (WDISPLLJ),I=1,NRCDS) (8E9.0)

omit if IDIJPL=1

WDISPL(I) = Vertical Record
; 'll. Pressure Data

The Pressure Data are read in Subroutine PRESS which computes the

pressure applied to the loaded surfaces soecified in Subroutine LIG.
,

If the number of LINES is zero, these data ora omitted. Any routine can;

he used as desired. The specific routine used is described in Section V

of this report.
.

;

I

J
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Card Groun Var _ tables Format

1.0 AflRAE (12A6)

1.1 YIELD, PD, TrillSE (3E10.0)

YIELD - ifeapon Yield in KT

PO - Peak Overnressure in psi i

TPilASE - Arrival time (sec) of pulse !

at left boundary of nesh j

(Cards 1.0 and 1.1 arc onitted if LillES=0).

12. Generali7ed Force Data

The routine is used to specify the anplied generalized forces to the

enhedded stnn.ture (if any). As discussed in Section V, the specific

routine is included herein as an examnle of its construction.

Card Groun Variables Format

1.0 NtA"E (12A6) >

l .1 !!PCDS, TSTART (IS,E10.0)

2.0 tit'E(I) (F6.3)

2.1 [QFORCE(I,il), bl , !!U"EQS] (SE12.5)

linCDS !!unber of Ti".e Pecords for
Generali7.ad Force Data (< 20)'

,

TSTART - Startina Tim (scc) t:hich
when add::d to Tli'E (I) converts
the record tina to nachine or
problem tim

~

TIf1E - Tim at ubich Cencralized Forces
are specified

QFORCE - Ceneralized Force Vector

Cards 2.0 and 2.1 ore repeated imCDS tiros)
Cards 2.0 and 2.1 are omitted if !4RCDS=0).

I
:
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13 Outnut Tane Data

These data are read in subroutine OtfiPtlI and concern the record

n tput History Tanc (Lo91 cal 14).for.mation on the u

Card Group Variables Format
,

1.0 ANA!4E (Outnut Tane Data) (12AG)

1.1 JPCDS ( 15)

j JRCDS - !! umber of Tir.e Ilistories Already
| on the Outnut !!istory Tane from

a Previous Pun. 'icu Pecords will
be placed afi.cr the last record.

-14. Shock Spectra Data

These data are read in Subroutine LK3, All of these data are omitted

if KSPEC (MAIN Program) is set to zero.

Card Group, Variables Format

1.0 ANAME (Shock Spe*ctra Data) (12A6)

1.1 NN0 DES, MN0 DES, LD0FS,f! BETA (415)

fin 0 DES - Number of Free-field flodes
( < 100) for which Spectra is
desi red.

!

MN0 DES - flumber of Interaction flodes
( < 50) for which Spectra is
desired.

LD0FS - ?! umber of Structural DOFs for
Spectra ( < 50)

NBETA - flumber of Damping Values for
Spectra ( < 10)

ISPEC =0; Both Horizontal and Vertical'

Spectra Computed
=1; Only Horizontal Spectra Computed
=2; Only Vertical Spectra Computed

IPLTOL - =0; No On-Line Spectra Plots
=1; Spectra to be Plotted on Line

IFLTCC - = 1, Calcomp Spectra Plots
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2.0 (N0 DES (I),T-1,NN0 DES]

N0 DES - Free-field Node Numbers

(Card 2.0 omitted if NN0 DES =0).

3.0 [NSTRC(I), I=1, MN0 DES]

NSTRC - Interaction Node Numbers

(Card 3.0 omitted if MN0 DES =0).

4.0 [ND0F(I),I=1,LD0FS]
.

|

ND0F - Structural Node Numbers !

5.0 [XBETA(I),I=1,NBETA]

XBETA - Damping Values, %.
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L'

,

! .

I

14. Integration Interval

| As mentioned in paragraph 6.0, the integration interval should be chosen
1

- such that DT is about 1/20 of' the shortest period of the system, which is

printed in LINKl. The shortest period is, of' course, a function of the

elastic modulus of the material as well as 'the sizes of the elements con-

necting.the nodes. The smaller the elcment size (distance between nodes),

the higher the stiffness, and the higher the elastic modulus, the higher '

the stiffness. The shortest period then corresponds to those nodes which

. have the highest stiffness.

For yielding materials (Mises or Coulomb-Mohr), the elastic stiffness-

is the controlling factor on.the integration interval. For the compacting

media, however, the unloading modulus may be significantly higher than the

initial modulus. In this case, then, the time interval must be suitably

decreased. i

,

L
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APPENDIX C

CRACK MODEL i

,
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APPD DIX C ]

Crack thdel ;

The nodel used to treat the crack discontinuity problem is developed

from that of the general rectancular clan.ent. A typical rectangular cleraent

is shown in Fig. C-1 t:hich has side di:cenciens a and b. The analysis for

this typical element begins with the definition of the stress-strain relation

or!

T N{a) = [C]({c ) _ (c y) (j) ,

Twhere {a) is the elemnt stress vector, {c ) is the total strain vector

Uand {c ) is the nonlinear or correction strain vector. The matrix [C] is

the usual elastic stress-strain relation defined in I:eferences 1 and 6.

The total strains in the eletent are related to the node point disniace-

ments by the relatien

T{c ) = [B]{x) (2)

Included in the natrix [B] is the assumation for the displacenent variation

over the element. Again, the details of this fornulation are presr:nted in

References 1 and 6.

Applying a virtual dispiacer.ent to the element node points, the virtual

work can be determined from:

j=[y{6c)T{aldV (3)6W

where the superscript T indicates the trcnspnse of the vector. Substituting

Equations- (1) and (2) into (3), the virtual internal work is:
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9 = {6x)T[k]{x) - {6x)Tgp ) (4)6 14

where the matrix [k] is defined by:

[k]=fy[B]T[C][B]dx (5)

IIand the correction vector {F ) by*

{F") = [0] [C]{c )dV (G)
N

Both integrals in Equations (5) and (6) are take., our the volune of the

elenent.

The external work done by a set of equivalent r. ode point forces during

this virtual displacement is sinoly:

6H = {6x}Tgy) (7)e

Equating the internal to the external virtual work, the equilibrium equations

for the element are then:

U{F) = [k]{x) - {F ) (8)

The procedure for the zero thickness element begins by first defining

an equivalent clenant strain vector defined by:

{[)=b{c)T
{[)=b{c)N

where b is the thickness of the rectangular element. The strain-displacement

relation becones (from Equation 2)

~ ~
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{[)=[li]{x) (10)

where :

[li] = b[B] (11)

Similarly, the stress-strain relation becones [from Equation (1)]

(a) = [~Cl({'c-T) , (c )) (12)H

uhere :

[13 = (1/b)[C] (13)

is the equivalent stress-strain matrix. It may be noted that the stress-

strain relation [ Equation (13)] is now a function of the element thickness. ;.

If this modified stress-strain relation is anplied to the stiffness

and correction force tems of Equations (5) and (6) and the limit of these

tems taken as the element thickness, b, goes to zero (excent that the

stress-strain natrix of [ Equation (13)] remains finite), both the sti/Tness

matrix and correction force vector for this zero thickness clonent can be

obtained. The coefficients of the stress-strain matrix, however, mst still

be chosen, although these tems are anparently arbitrary.
,

If the material of the " crack" is considered to be the same as that in

the zones about the crack, the only iten that nust be determined is, the

magnitude of the coefficients since their magnitude relative to each other

is detennined. In a particular problen, this, in general, is unianortant

since it only affects the relative disniacements of the nodes on both sides

of the crack.

If compressive stresses are tranferred throuah the elenant, actual

computations indicate that flodes i and 1, and Hodes j and k, move normal

p] -; - 96 -*
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to each other,-(nodes may overlap), although tle cctual differences are

small and' unimportant. The actual size of these differences are controlled

by the magnitude of the coefficients of the [lf] natrix. For example, in a

i typical problem, if the coefficients of the [l3 nat.rix are taken to be the

same as those of the original [C] natrix for the surrounding naterials, the

i differences during _conoression of the elemnt occur in the third significant
i

figure, c1carly an~ insignificant ar.nant.<

During ter.sion and/or shear of the element, the " material" of the crack

can be nado to follow any of the nonlinear laws of the naterial catalogue

which limit the amount of tension and/cr shear that may be transferred.

In addition, another siir.nle nodel that limits these values (Subroutine !!COUL)

assumes that a sinole functional nodel controls the stress transfer.

- - - - rR
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1
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Figure C-1. Typical Rectangular Element
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APPENDIX D

SLAM DATA GENERATOR

1.0 Introduction

The major portion of the input required for SLAM Code concerns the

mesh (node and element data) description. These data follow very similar

patterns however for most seismic analysis problems. A preprocessor

program was written to generate this data.

2.0 Description of Problem

The SLAM data generator is written to generate the data for the
'

configuration 3hown in Figure D-1. Only one-half of the problem needs

to be considered since a vertical axis through the facility is an axis

of asymmetry.

The user specifies the overall geometry of the problem with the

parameters : H W, H , W , the number of soil layers, and the depth to
s

the top of each layer. The details of the mesh are specified in terms

of the total number of elements wanted horizontally and the number of

element vertically within each of the soil layers.

A mesh is then generated satisfying these requirements. The left

boundary is taken as horizontal rollers to satisfy the asymmetric boundary

conditions; quiet boundaries are placed along the right boundary; and the

bottom boundary is restrained vertically and set to receive the horizontal

accelerogram. The node and element numbers start at the upper left and

are numbered down one column, to the top of the next column, then down

that column, etc. The following card groups required for SL AM Code are

generated:

!

!
:
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! Interfaces Between
/ Soil Layers'

h h 6

H = s~
s

Node 1 g j

4 \ ~ Element 1i
: H

P
,

I

|
ith Soil Layer b

V

Bedrock-Input Quiet
k Seismic Disturbance Boundary
\ Axis of

Asymetry

Figure D-1. Configuration for Data Generation
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e Control Card

e Mesh Data Groups 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 6.0

e Pressure Surface Data

e Initial Stress Data

e Quiet Node Data

e Output Tape Data

In addition to the cards Calcomp plots of the mesh are generated. '

The structure is defined using the same material as used in SIM Code

(Volume 3). The user must also specify: the foundation nodes on the

structure (these are useC to attach the structure to the free field); and

the datum for the elevations used in the structural description (so that its

correct elevation relative to the free field may be calculated). All of the

required structural data for SLAM Code are generated.

3.0 Interface with SLAM

The SLAM data generated are printed and may be punched on cards or

written on an output tape (Tape 14). The data is written in the required

order for SLAM Code ,with special flags inserted where additional SLAM input

is required. These flags are of the form:

******Name of Data Set to be Added******

The following data sets must be added:

e Mesh Data Groups 3.0 and 4.0 (Material Property Data,

Output Element Data)

e Run Tine Data

e Output Node Data

e Boundary Data

e Shock Spectra Data

- 102 -
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Note that it is possible to run the data generator a second time

(with_KRUN.= 2) and add these SLAM data cards to the end of the first

run data set. In this case a complete set of SLAM input data is

generated.-
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4.0 Use of Generator

4.1 Required Control Cards

The following control cards are required:

1) Job Card: t, STMFZ, Ta, Pb

t = title

a = running time in octal seconds

b = job priority

2) Account Card: ACCOUNT (a,b) |

l

a = ID

b = Account Number

3) Call in Program: ATTACH (0LDPL, GENI, ID=ZZG CAM)

4) Calcomp Tapes: ATTACH (LIBI,FR80 LIB)

ATTACH LIB 2, CALCOMPLIB.

LIBRARY (LIB 1, LIB 2)

IDCARD(TAPE 99,a,T129,$b$,PLFI)

a = Name

b = Title for Plots

5) Request PF for SLAM Data

(Only if Data is on Tape) REQUEST, TAPE 14,*PF.

6) UPDATE (F)

7) FTN(I= COMPILE,L=0)

8) LG0

9) Save SLAM Data Tape

(Only if Data is on Tape) CATALOG (Tape 14, 9. ID=b)

a = Tape Name

b = ID
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10) E0R |

11) EOR t

12) Data

13) E0R
,

,

e

l

i
a

-|

!

i
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4.2 Data Requirements

# of Cards Format Variables Comments

1 2IS KRUN = 0 Do not write SLAM
Data on Punch on Tape 14

.

= 1 Write SLAM Data on Punch
on Tape 14. Omit sets-

2, 3, 9, 10, 12

= 2 Write SLAM Data on Punch
or Tape 14. Data for
sets 2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 14
required

ITAPE = 1 Punch SLAM Data if
KRUN = 1 or 2

= 2 Write SLAM Data on Tape 14
if KRUN = 1 or 2

1 8A10 ANAME Problem title

1 14I5 N0D # of Nodes in Structure

MD # of Modes

NBM # of Shear Beam

NEL # of Element

NROT # of Rotary inertia

N0D 15,2F10.0 J Node number

Y(J) Elevation of node (J) in feet

W Weight attached to node J
in Kips

NROT 15,F10.0 J Node Number

WR Rotary inertia attached to
node J

NBM 15,5E10.0 K Beam Nm.:ber
.

KR = 0 no moment release

= 1 release at KS

= 2 release at KE

I
'

|
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' # of Cards Format Variables ~ Comments

KS' Start node

KE End node

A Cross sectional area

As Shear area

XI Moment of inertia

E Young's Modulus

G Shear Modulus

NEL-NBM 315,3E10.0 K Spring number

KS Start node

KE End node

SL Lateral stiffness

SR Rotational stiffness

SLR Coupled stiffness

1 15,2F10.0 IF0VND # of free field nodes
in structure

Depth Depth of burial (feet)

Datum Datum for structural
elevation in free field
coordinate system

,

P

IFOUND 14F5 IN0DE(I) Structural node numbers
attached to free field

1 20AX ANAME Mesh Name

1 2F5,4F10.0 NL # of Layers

NH # of elements horizontal

H Depth of Mesh (feet)

W Width of Mesh (feet)
.
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# of Cards Format Variables Connents

HS Depth of structure (feet)

WS Width of structure (feet)

NL- 2IS,F10.0 NV(I) # of element vertically
in layer (I)

IZONE(I) Material numbers for
layer (I)

ZL(I) Depth of layer (I)

Omit the following if KRUN N.E. 2

Material Properties Data for SLAM

Output Element Data

Time Data

Output Node Data

Boundary Data

Shock Spectra Data
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| APPENDIX E
I
! SAMPLE PROBLEM

.
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Sample output for the problem discussed in Volume 1 follows.
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.
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l

SANFLc FA00LEn i

s NO. OF NOLE POI;4TSs 215
'

W 6F dLEMENTS = 18 t.
I I Fklh i s -:

= 1 elehTiff'!Ih'9io'aEEh^'~
-

'I S T F i r ~ ~~ ' '~'

|

i

I

i
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NOCE F01NT DATA

NOCE PT TieE THETA 340IUS DEPTH
t o. (CEG4ti5) (FI) (F T) |

1 1 G. 4. 8.0SC0C00E+C1
~~2 i L. J. 1.UcGUc00t+02

3 a C. C. 1.230CCCDE+02
4 1 s. v. 1 4cacuUut+0zr

| 5 1 C. 3. 1.6"D'.CCOE+02
6 1 4. U. 1 5"UGUUUt+G2
7 i C. ;. 2.CC0CCCOE+C2

~~f 1 C. c. z.zccEGYNETY7
9 1 0. J. 2.403CDCOE+02

19 1 c. e. z.60E00 Ut+U2
11 1 G. G. 2.eCCCCC0E+02
12 i L. G. J.000c000t+c2
13 1 L. J. 3.20C0000E+02
14 1 E. J. J.60YUUUDE+02
15 i C. G. 3.6r0GCCOE+02
16 1 0. J. J.Faccc00t+02
17 1 C. G. 4.0CCCCCDE+C2
le 6 c. 4.z50bc00L+01 5.U30cacUt+01
19 C C. 4.2500sCOE+01 1.CCC0CC3E+C2

1R U. 4.z53UUcGE+si 1.zecGGGUE*U2.

21 C. 4.25JGCCCE+G1 1. 4* C 0 0 0 0 E +C 2
22 w 6. 4.2500 GLUT +L1 1.bGcc00Ut+0g

23 s C. 4.2530CJ0E*C1 1.8CCOCCOE+02
12 % i L. 4.swaasact+01 4.ccccLUst+ur
25 L C. 4.25JC000E+01 2.200C000E+32
16 L U. 4.z50000Gt+ci s.4sbc600t+ar
27 6 C. 4.250CCCOE+C1 2.6CCOG00E+32
26 e w. 4.s>JsWLUt+61 4.fckUUUut+wd

29 C L. 4.2500COCE+Ci 3.CCCCCCOE+02
76 c L. 4.zwaUG'QD G d. re rUTC7N
31 C C. 4.26JCCCCE+C1 3.400C000E+02
32 s c. ~

4.zwarttFETTL s.et cuUu a t+ 6e
33 C C. 4.2500CCCE+C1 3.8CCG000E+02
J4 1 y.

~

4 45;wLbLt+L1 4.uutt6 sat +cc
35 * L. e.5GL*dCOE+Si 2.CCCC000E+Ci
Je . 6. o.dcJUcc0t+01 1 9;Ubukut+ss

37 i C. 8.5J00GC0E+C1 1.2300CCOE+02
IE t 6 s.>caubutt+U1 1.*rev6uUt+vr
J9 C C. 3.50JG0CCE+C1 1.6mC0CC3E+02
46 L. o.>;dLucut+c1 1.chcurtat+uc.

41 C. d.551LCbCE+t 2.00000COE+02
42 . L. o.9JJLucut+LI c.ructewat+ce
*3 C C. S.5C00CGCE+Ci 2.400CCGOE+C2

7% C L. a.m.dbJict+U1 c.bcc0000t+;z

*5 C L. 6.51000CLE+01 2.83CCC00E+32
46 L L. 6 5avaLLUL+ul J.scucccat+cz
47 o L. 6.500CCCCE+01 3.2CC00COE+02
46 L 6. c.>.GcGIct+G1 J.4cucecat+cz
49 C C. a.5"."CC00E+C1 3.6a0CGCOE+C2
59 L U. a.54 ace 66t+61 3.nsuccust+0c
51 1 C. e.500C0COE+01 4.caCCCCCE+02
Sz L L. 1.dr>Lwbbt+Je c.LL6.ubut+21
53 C C. 1.275CCCOE+C2 1.OCLCCCOE+C2

95 4 L L. 1.gr>cucct+ur 1.chtwutut+47
55 G C. 1. 2 75 0 C C O E + G2 1. 4 C 0 0 C 0 0 E +C 2
'FE i L. 1.cr>buc6teuc 1.eguouuUt+uc

97 C 0. 1.275CCCCE+C2 1. 2 0 C CC C D E +C 2
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St L L. 1 2 750 c c e t + 0 2 2.cchuucob+L2
59 L J. 1.275300CE+02 2.2CGCCCOE+J2

=ob s C. 1 275bCCUE+02 24 UUQUGE+L2

~ 62 C G.
'

1.2 75s G C C E + 0 2 2.6C0CC03E+C261 ; C.
iTZ7FPUuGE+C2 2.c;3G003E+EZ

~ 63 L L. 1.275CGC0E+02 3.00 0 COC3E+0 2
64 L C. 1.27500wGE+C2 J.2GCJUUUE+C2
65 C L. 1. 2 75 C C G C E + 3 2 3. 40 C C 0 C3 E +C 2

~~L6 ~ ~C~ C. 1 375JU;CE+C2 J.6C000GGE+C2

~66
~ 0 C.

~~~-
1 275 C C C O E + C 2 3.eCCCCCCE+C267

1 L. 1.775c ;aE+G2 4.ctCU6caE+;2

69 C C. 1.703CCLCE+C2 0.

~ 76 6 c. 1 7aaceGUE+G2 2. a s o c 0 0 U t +01
71 L C. 1.703 COL 0E+02 4.0C0CCC3E+C1

~~ 12- s C~. 1 7;gcccCE+22 c.UUsceacE+GL
73 s G. 1.773CCGCE+C2 6.0*C00CJE+01
74 6 C. T.7JULUUCE+C2 1.UCCCCGUE+s2
75 C C. 1.7;*CCDGE+C2 1.20GCCC3E+02
76 6 ;. 1 7eJ6c;Ut+sz 1 4ceaucuE+g4

77 c G. 1. 7 ; 3 0 C G C E+ C 2 1.6CC0CCSE+02
. L. - l.7*Ucasct+G2 1 5;GJc00E+g276

79 ; C. 1.720C030E+C2 2.0300003E+02
50 C s. 1. 7 J U L C G J E + G 2 2.2ECG;UOL+L2

el ; s. 1.TC330CCE+02 2.4?CCGCSE+C2
e2 6 s. 1 75JCwGUE+C2 2.6 sscs0L+12
e3 L J. 1.7 JCCCCE+C2 2.eCGCCr0E+C2
c4 6 L. 1 7C"CLEGE+G2 3.U;UEUGUE+32

SS C 0. 1. 7 * 0 C G C C E + C 2 3.2CCCCCOE+C2
e6 6 3. 1. 7 0 a J G ; U E + r 2 J.4ccc6taETU2-
37 i L. 1. 70 J C C 0 E+ t2 3.6* C 0 C C CE +C 2
6e 6 s. 1.(cgJLLht+Lr J.cb6Lbbat+14
dw 1 C. 1.7 03CCOE+C2 4.0CGCC30E+32

~~7[ L 6. 2.5fJJJUGE+02 C.
Si C C. 2.C 9 33 3C O E+ 02 2.003CCCOE+01

'l'2 L.
-

2.L533Jcct+g2 4.auoccLut+b1s

93 0 .. 2.C 9 333: 0 E + C 2 6.0000CCGE+01
9* i. d.c5JJJcst+cz c . r u c.c ca t +a l.

95 C u. 2.C 3 333C C E + S2 10CCCCCOE+02
s6 !. 2. b d 4 3 J ; CE+ F Z 1 2Gcaccat+ue.

97 C G. 2.C 3 3334 0 L+ 02 1.4G0CC00E+02
96 ; J. 2.siJJJGCE664 1 6c L FG G U t +G 2
99 L. 2.G S 333* 0 E+ C 2 1.8 C C C D 3 0 E +0 2*

1s s G. 2.6:JJJsLt+ue z.caccLbut+ug3
1.1 0 C. 2.C 3 333C CF + G2 2.2CCCLCOE+02

^1E2 c 'T . 2. C T377EU t + 0 e 2 4arrVIETUT
16 3 i C. 2.C c 3 3 34 C E + C 2 2.60CCCCOE+02
16, ; G. 4.cssJstcc+U2 z.a2Laucat+2c
135 C C. 2.Q! 33 3 CE + C2 3.CCCCCC3E*02
146 i. 2.G 2 JJJs a t + 6 2 J.zJ L G C;s t +L z.

1.7 C t. 2. C 3 3 3 30 0 t + C 2 3.4CCCC00E+02
1.e L 6. d.G24JJLut+64 J.ec6caLat+st
169 ; C. 2. G S 33 3C C E + C2 3.8000CCCE+C2

~Ils 1 .. 2.G5JJJsaE+Ez 4. g e c c 6 6 a t +; g

111 C. 2.46667CCE+02 c..

112 . 6. 4.4obbicct+cz z.ccutb6ut+c1
113 : C. 2.4666 7C G E + C 2 4.0CC00COE+C1

~114 6 s. 4.4bbbract+0c 6.uscoucut+ul
115 L C. 2.46667:QE+02 e.00CCC00E+31

~ii5 i .. 2.EEEE7LLt+6e I.acccciut+Uc
117 L L. 2.4666 7C C E + C 2 1.2CCCCC*E+C2
115 , r. 4 4bbbrL6t+tc 1 4666 Lact +.4
119 1 v. 2.4666 7C C E+ C 2 1.6CCOGCSE+02
~ 12 0" ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~

~ ~

G-
--

M 5570Ct+t2 1.TN ECEU"2-
2.46667CCE+C2 2.CCCCCCOE+;2121 . ..

122 s 5. 4 4bbbtsut+ac 4.cL;utuut+cc

123 6 G. 2.46667CCL+C2 2.400CCCOE+C2
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124 u 0. 2.4666tLtt+C2 2 6uutetut+02
,

125 0 L. 2.46667C O E+ C 2 2.2CCCCCOE+02
126 6 w. g.4obbrcLt+Lz J.caccucat+22
127 C s. 2.46667CCE+C2 3.2CCCCCCE*02
126 = 6. 2.4bbbrLLL+Ur J.4cLLLcut+wz
129 C C. 2.46667CCE+L2 3.6CCCCCOE+02
1J0 L 6. z.4bbbrcst+cz 4.cLcLLugt+;z

131 i C. 2.466 6 70 0 E + C 2 4.C0CCCCOE+C2
132 L i. z.850CU;GE+G2 U.

133 C C. 2.850CCCCE+C2 2.CC00000E+C1
134 & 6. z.e510gcDL+Lz 4.accausaE+01
135 6 C. 2.8500LCGE+C2 6.CCC00CCE+C1
136 . L. z.c5sowast+sz c.o;LccLat+01

137 C C. 2.853CCCCE+C2 1.0CCCCCCE+02
13e 6 s. z.65Jescct+gz 1.zuccccet+07~
139 0 6. 2.650CCCCE+C2 1.4CC00s0E+02
1*u s c. 2 55gucLLL+se 1.bwcccLgt+72

141 C 0. 2.650CCCCE+C2 1. 2 0 C C 0 CC E +0 2
1,2 L L. z.s50cocLt+cz z.c;ccLuut+cz

143 0 ;. 2.8500CCCE+C2 2.200C0C0E+02
144 0 6. z.e 5J U;L oL+ cz z.4ctscL;t+cz

145 C C. 2.85:0GCCE+C2 2.60C0000E+02
146 = L. 2.5 5J G G L U t+ c 2 z.5cLUGLUL+"Z^

.

147 C C. 2. 8 53 0 0 C O E + 0 2 3.0"CCCC0E+02
14e L 6. z. oves 4LLL+6z J.zeccccat+;z

149 C C. 2.8 5C C 0 J C E + C 2 3.4CCCCC0E+02
156 C L. .550GCcQL+02 JebCLUOLdL+Jz
151 C C. 2. 8 50 6 0 0 C E + C 2 3.*000CGCE+C2
15z 1 a. z.edagccUL+cz 4.FUrticuc+ez
153 u G. 3.23333CCE+C2 0.
154 s ;. J.zsssswLt+Lz z.ecLJU6st+c1
155 L C. 3.2333300E+C2 4.*CCCCCOE+C1
156 6 c. J.zJJJJLct+02 b.9cLLLUct+51-
157 6 L. 3.233330CE+C2 8.CCC0CCSE+01
155 i L. J.zJJJJaut+02 1.LecgLcat+rz

159 C C. 3.233330CE+e2 1.2CCCCCOE+02
160 L .. J.zJJJJcGL+cz 1 4cc;cG;c+rz

161 C 0. 3.2333300E+C2 1.6CCCCCCE+C2
162 c a. J.zJJJ7tUETT7 1 terre 777ETUZ-
163 C C. 3.23333COE+C2 2.CC0COCDE+02
164 6 c. J.zJJJJuct+cz z.zLucuict+Lz
165 L C. 3.23333stE+C2 2.4CCCC00E+02
166 = ;. J.zJJJJivt+iz 4. bc u it i a t +c z

167 C s. 3.2333300E+C2 2.900C000E+"2
lbo 4 s. J.zJJJJLLt+cz J.UDLLETETTC7-
169 0 C. 3.23333COE+C2 3.200C000E+02

J. 2 5J JJ L UT+ c z J.45c Ucut+;4ITC 6 v.

171 L C. 3.2333303E+C2 3.6C"0CC3E+r2
17c 6 i. J.zJJJJcot+Lz J.eccccuat+cz
173 i C. 3.23333COE+C2 4.C0C0000E+C2
ITn

~

G. J.61 obr 60t+G& o.
175 C 4. 3.61667CCE+C2 2.03CJ003E+01
176 s C. J.bibbr;Lt+Lz crucccaETTI-
177 6 C. 3.61667COE+C2 10CC0CCE+C1
175 C s. J.bibbr5ct+5z o.o;buccac+c1

179 C L. 3.61667CCE+C2 1. 0 C C 0 0 C G E + a 2
180 s L. J.61bbT0Gt*cz loructGWJc+YZ-
181 ( 3. 6166 7 C C E + C 2 1.4CC00GOE+C2w.

icz s c. J.bibbrwct+cz 1.batcucatFFZ-
183 C C. 3. 6166 7C O E + 0 2 1. 8 0 6 C C C O E + 0 2

lo4 6 c. J.bibbrsyterz 4.wa.tuvatiFZ~
185 C L. 3.61667COE+C2 2.200COCDE*02
lob ; g. J.biberGUt+L4 z.4vbu6Lut+64
107 6 0. J.616670CE+C2 2.6eC0CC1E+02
loe L g. J.bibbrcet+ur z.eccEUU7E477-
1c9 C C. 3.6166700E+C2 3.0CC0C03E+32
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190 C 'C. J.bibb f C CE* Cz J.200U000h+02
I 191 i C. 3.616b700E+C2 3.40 0 0 0 00 E+0 2

192 G L. J.6166700E+Gz 3.60CEUUUE+0z
l'i3 G 0. 3.6166T00E+02 3.800C003E+02
Ts4 1 ;. J. b1EETUTE + c z 4.UUUUc[UE+0Z
195 i 0. 4.030C000E+02 0.

3% 6 6. 4.e a 0 6 a G L E * L Z z. U G O U G G J c. + 01

197 6 b. 4.GJG0000E+C2 4.0CCC000E+01
'G8 s 0. *.UJJUG00E+Gz b. 6 0 0 LTCVETUI
199 L 6. 4.0 3 0 0 0 0 0 E + 02 8.CCC0C00E+01

~2JU c 0. %.a.gacuaE+Lz I.acouacut+77
2J1 C L. 4.CJ0CCCE*02 1.2000CCOE+02
T2 6 c. 4.UJuscLat+be 1 450suuut+Uz
263 0 0. 4.G 0 0 3 C 0 0 E + G2 1.630rCCOE+C2
7C4 i o. -

4. G s J U OL D E + s z I. 53UITUIDI7
2CS C C. 4. 0 3 0 0 G C 0 E * C 2 2.00CCCCOE+02
'2I6 6 o. 4.UTJVURD ue z.zcouGTIU rl
2JT C L. 4.030CC00E+02 2.43C0000E+02

'2 s o
'

s G. 4.G.ggCLUE+sz z.bOCULUUL+G7
209 C L. 4.070C0COE+02 2.8CCC0C0E+02
210 L r. E.T7UECTCTTYZ s. UH ur an + az
211 6 C. *.030C0CGE+C2 3.2000000E+02
~21T i G GUTUT701E + 6z s.vTIEUUETU2

'213 C t. 4. 0 3 J 0 C C O E + 0 2 3.60000COE+02
M~ ~E~ 4 030s00GL+Gz 3.500CGLUt+52..

215 1 _c.
.

4. 0 3 0 0 L J 0 E + 0 2 4.CC00000E+02

* '
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ELEMENT DATA

'iLiHINT ZONE kPI NFJ NP< NPL NCRACK
te 0. hu.

1 1 1 16 19 2 -0
2 1 2 19 ZG J -U
3 1 3 2C 21 4 -0
4 1 * 21 ZZ 5 -U
5 1 5 22 23 6 -3
6 1 6 2J 24 r -U
7 1 7 24 25 6 -0
o 1 e 25 ~76 9 -U
9 1 9 26 27 10 -Q

14 1 16 27 25 11 -9
11 1 11 2e 29 12 -Q
12 1 12 29 30 13 -3
13 1 13 3 31 14 -0
14 1 14 J1 JZ 15 -D
15 1 15 32 33 16 -0
16 4 16 JJ J4 1r -U
17 1 19 35 36 19 -0

'at 19 36 Jr ZU -D
19 1 2a IT 38 21 -0
26 1 2' 54 39 42 -U
21 1 2. 39 4C 23 -0
22 1 23 =; 41 24 -U
23 1 24 41 42 25 -0
24 1 45 42 4J 26 -U
25 1 26 43 44 27 -0
26 1 g/ 44 45 25 -U
27- 1 2e 45 46 29 -3
7 1 25 46 47

-

Jk -9
25 1 3G 97 48 31 -0
J. 1 J1 45 49 J2 -U
31 1 32 *9 5C 33 -0
34 1 JJ 5 51 J4 -U
33 1 35 52 53 36 -0
44 1 36 53 54 Jr -U
35 1 37 54 55 3e -f
36 1 Jo 25 56 JW -0
37 1 39 3E 57 40 -0
Je 1 4L 57 55 41 -u
39 1 41 56 59 42 -0
*s 1 42 29 56 kJ -U
41 1 43 e; 61 44 -0
42 1 44 51 57 45 -U
43 1 45 62 63 46 -O
44 1 46 53 64 4( -9
45 1 47 64 65 48 -3
*O 1 45 65 66 49 "

47 1 49 66 67 50 -0
wo 1 54 br 63 51 -9
*9 1 52 7' 74 53 -0
5L 1 54 74

-

(5 sh -0
51 1 54 75 76 55 -0
52 1 55 (b f( 5b -U
53 1 56 77 78 57 -O
54 1 57 to ' ~ ~ (9 ST -u
55 1 So 73 SC 59 -Q
56 1 53 3; al 60 -U
57 1 60 si S2 61 -C
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124 1 1JD 151 152 1J1 -O
125 1 132- 153 154 133 -0

126 1 133- 154 155 IJ4 -Q

127 1 13* t"4 156 135 -b

~~12 8 1 135 f3b ~ 157 IJb -Q

129 1 136 157 15o 137 -0
~

13b 1 137 150 159 1JE -U

131 1 13c 15s 160 139 -0

~~f32 1 139 16: 161 14: -Q

133 1 14s 161 162 141 -0

134 1 141 162 163 142 -G

135 1 142 163 164 143 -C
136 1 1*3 16* 165 144 -U

137 1 144 165 166 145 -C
13e 1 145 166 16T 146 -U

139 1 ind 167 166 147 -6

- fs0 1 -147 ill 1F7 145 -U

141 1 146 16s 170 149 -0

'~lIZ 1 143 17; 171 15G -3

143 1 15C 171 172 151 -c
~E044 1 151 1/2 17J 152 TU~
1*5 1 153 1/4 175 154 -0 I
1*6 1 154 175 176 155 -T-
147 1 155 176 177 156 -C
196 1 156 177 175 157 -Q

195 1 157 178 179 15e -0

~~15. i 153 1/3 IdC 159 -G

151 1 159 1et 181 160 -0

152 1 ItC 151 162 1El -U

153 1 1Ei id2 183 162 -P

154 1 162 1s3 184 163 -"

155 1 1E3 194 185 164 -0

~~156 1 It4 1o5 156 165 -r

157 1 1ES 146 167 166 -0

~~15 c 1 Itb is7 155 f5r -a'
15s 1 1ET ise 189 168 -0

16w 1 ito 1$9 19. 163 -U

161 1 iE9 ist 191 170 -9

162 i f7. 1si ~197 171 77-
163 1 171 132 193 172 -0

~T54 1 1 72 1 93 134 IrJ -U-
165 1 1 74 1s5 196 173 -C

~~I66 1 1 75 1sb 19r iro -u

167 1 176 197 198 177 -0
~31RI i 17/ 19 las its -u

169 1 1 76 133 200 179 -0

~~f7 6 1 1 19 2;L 261 IFL -F-
171 1 194 2.1 202 181 -0

172 1 131 2,2 cLJ Icz -u

173 1 192 2:3 2G4 163 -0

~~I74 1 le3 2*4 2C5 Ich -U

175 1 te4 2s5 206 1e5 -Q
176 1 145 .E ~2 L ( 18b -3

177 1 1e6 2:7 2Ce 187 -0

170 1 147 2;c E7 s 165 -G

179 1 108 249 21: 199 -0

~~100 1 1c9 21s 211 190 -D

141 1 19~ 211 212 191 -0

~~lez 1 fil 212 21J 192 -U

163 1 192 213 214 193 -0

~Tc 4 1 19J 21, 21> 19% -u

NO. OF E ASTIC OUTPUT ELEMENT 3a 9
NO. OF FLAsIls GuirUT LatMLNI32 L
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' ZONE PROFEATV CATA
s.40. O F IDhtsa _ 1

.

' Z ONE hum at.S= 1' ' ELASTIC-
ILLA 5T -s 1
';P6 ALT = .

1.JJUQiET577CFLh.T WEIGHT =

ELASTIC MCDU60S = 3.47220E+05 PSI
FG1540Nea RATIC = 3 5005UE-01
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NO. OF OUTPUT ELINEt4TS Is 9

MIr.lThTrir to05. t.F E ---

-- . . _ _ .

1 17 JJ 49 65 66 67 66 63

.
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58 1 61 s2 83 62 -0
59 1 62 $3 84 63 -3
60 1 63 $4 e5 64 -7
61 1 64 65 6 65 -06
62 1 65 is oT 66 -0
63 1 66 o7 86 67 -0
64 1 67 on 84 68 -c
65 1 69 90 91 FC -0
66 1 70 91 92 T1 -C
67 1 71 9? 93 72 -0
66 1 72 93 99 TJ -3
69 1 73 34 95 74 -0
TL 1 74 35 vb (3 -a
11 1- 75 96 97 76 -0
72 1 Tb $7 95 TT -U
13 1 77 33 99 78 -O
74 1 76 95 103 (9 -U|

j 75 1 79 lu: 101 60 -0
Tb 1 50 121 luz 51 -U

1 77 1 di 1J2 1G3 82 -0
To 1 ez 143 104 53 -U
19 1 ?3 124 105 24 -0
$0 i e4 1;5 106 55 -3
di 1 85 106 10 7 86 -0
42 1 36 127 1G6 ar -1
d3 1 97 109 109 88 -0
o4 1 co 123 11; Sv -Q
os 1 9L 111 112 91 -0
06 1 91 112 11J 92 -U
o7 1 92 113 114 93 -0
o6 1 93 114 115 94 -o
09 1 94 115 116 95 -0
9L 1 95 lib 117 96 -0
si 1 96 117 116 97 -C
32 1 9( 113 119 95 -0
93 1 98 119 120 99 -0
9* 1 99 12; 121 10b -c
95 1 1s0 121 122 101 -0
96 1 lal 126 12J Icz -0
97 1 102 123 124 103 -0
98 1 1;J 124 125 164 -Y
99 1 1C4 125 126 105 -C

IJu 1 105 12b 127 196 -5
10 1 1 136 127 128 107 -0
102 1 167 12e 129 145 -U,

is3 1 ice 129 130 1C9 -0
16 4 1 los LJs 131 11c -U,

105 1 111 132 133 112 -0
1.6 1 112 IJJ 134 114 -c
107 1 113 114 135 114 -0
iwo 1 114 IJ5 IJ6 115 -Q
1a9 1 115 136 137 116 -1
11L i lib IJT IJ6 117 -U
111 1 117 132 139 118 -0
112 1 116 14s 14w 119 -U

113 1 119 14C 141 12G -Q
114 1 12s 141 144 121 -U
115 1 121 142 143 122 -0
116 1 122 14J 144 14J -c
117 1 123 144 145 124 -Q
115 1 12, 1*b 146 14> -c
119 1 125 146 147 126 -0
12c 1 126 14r -~rG8 Izr -c
121 1 121 1*8 149 128 -3
122 1 12e 149 Adu 14Y -a
123 1 129 15L 151 137 -0
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NO. OF GRAh0 46TITICf4S 16

PARTIIlud NEW h0DE NO.
1 3
2 o
3 15
* 2T
5.,. . 17
g
7 75
0 1cr
s 123

. l= 145
! 11 16.

-1T' 1 71'
13 lo2
10~ 193
15 204j

IF 215

b1 \ Li

- 123 -

p;i%iit.;.p r:. :y' ' .

i-d ;:|,;
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CAIGItJC ~L AindwIdtn= ' 22'
NEw
XEW

~~ o a0H10TM= 27
t:mi4 CdTb f M = 36
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CLUSTERING

no. OF C60STERS= 3

hFLOh NPHIGH NPOUT. NUNCP NELCLS NMPCLS

-1 . ill b 123 d C

101 200 15 212 0 0

~2G fi5 136 ZU G E

___

'-NO. OF N0hLINcAA ELEMEhTS CN T APE = 0
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SMALLEST MAIN DI AGONAL FW600ENCy (SE0/CYCLEI

N00E POINT = 63 PEFICOUs 3.44166E-02
NUDE FOINT = 215 PEEIODa= 2.36/78E-02
NODE TYPE = 1

%

e

i

! Mid?U ! DOT - *-

0@@ gggggq.
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LGACEL N00E POINT DATA

NO. OF LOActo SU4F ACES: 0

,

- 127 -
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a
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i
? INITi AL STRESS DATA
s

k
i

f NO. OF ELEMENTS 0
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1
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1

- STR. AAL - Dat A

STRUCfuRAL TYPE *- 4 |
.|

se0. Or NOCES Om srRvCruRE. _e j

le00C RActuS DEPTM
IFil (Fil

.I O. 8.00000E*01
19 %.25000E*01 8.0000CE+0!
35 e.50CCCE*01 8.00CCOE+0!
52 I.27500E+C2 8.00000E+01
69 1.70C00E+C2 0.

i 70 1.700CCE+C2 2.00000E+01
71 8.7CGOCE+C2 4.0CC00E*01
72 1.70C00E+C2 6.00000C+01

;
' 73 1.7000CC+02 S.00000E*01

)
RADIAL COCpotNATE or CG IFil. D.>

VERTICAL C00RothATE Or CG LFT** 2.92360E+01

,

4

1

i

e

:'

i

i

!
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E
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i
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4

spi,C STRUCfyRC CATA

'

SPCCIAL STRUCTURCS Daf4'
* 7h0. CF STRUCfuRAL N00C5

59h0. or STRUCfuRAL COF =

thPUT hCCC N)R OCF VCR COF
500. NO.

1 I %2 43
2 18 %% %5
3 35 %G 47
% 52 %8 49

'

5 69 50 51
6 70 52 53
7 71 5* 55
6 72 56 57
9 73 58 59

MCCC SHAPC OAT A
I
i

M00C= 1 FREQ CPS = l.6362CC+CQ GCN MA55' 5.04300E-01

MOCE VCCTOR

2.Ct600C-02 1.0600JC-02 1.2430CC-02 5.9P20CC-03 8.76500C-03 -2.90800C-03 -6.15400C-03
-1.0370CC-C2 -l .% 75C CC-C2 -1.9830CC-02 %.9200CC-03 -3.%C90CC-04 -5.62%00C-C3 -1.00000C-C2
-1.35300E-C2 -2.95%CCC-C3 -0.2870CC-03 1.2560CC-C2 8.C000CC+00 9.12600C-03 6.87500C-C%
-1.012CCC-02 -5.tl600C-C% -5.07CC0C-03 -9.5000CC-03 -1.415CCC-02 -1.0720CC-02 -2.3790CC-02
-2.70000C-02 -3.2370CC-C2 -3.6070CC-02 -%.1410CC-C2 -%.55500E-02 -5.0%200C-C2 -5.%CDCCC-C2
-5.9 330 CC-02 -6 3760CC-C2 -6.8170CC-02 -7.257CCC-02 -7.67 CCC-02 -C.12300C C2 2.05COCC 02

C. 2.C560CC C2 2.2260CC-C2 2.0560CC 02 %.%52CCC-02 2.C56CCC-02 6,6700CC-02
- L .9030CC-C2 8.92000C-C2 -1. 0 3700C-02 1.It600C-On I.765CCC-03 1.3390CC-01 1.2%30CC 02

1.5610CC-01 2.05600C-C2 8.78100C-01

MOOCa 2 FRCQ CPS * 6.50500C+00 CCN MASS * 8.1025CC+00

MCOC VCCTCR

-9.95800C 0% 7.87000C-C4 -5.311CCC-C4 -2.12%0CC-03 -3.1960 CC-0 3 -3.Cl30CC-03 -2.81800C-03
-2.4830C C-0 3 -2.Cw800C-03 -1.63#0CC-03 al.2550CC-03 al.%CSCCC-03 -1.50%00E 03 -1.63%CCC-03
*t.91200C-03 -% . 30 30 CC-0 3 -5.6740CC-03 1.0000CC+CO -1.05500C-01 3.03200E 03 1.16%CCC-03
-1.221C0C-03 *t.19900C-02 -2.9920CC-C2 -4.80C00E-02 -6.652CCC-C2 -0.51500E C2 -1.05700C-01
-l.216C0C-01 -1.39300C-Cl -1.56% DOC-Ol -1.7310CC-Cl al.891CCC-01 -2.0%2CCC-01 -2.lG5COC-Cl
-2.3490CC 01 -2.504CCC-01 -2.6500CC-01 -2.78 3CCC-0 8 -2.902CCC-OI -3.001COC-01 -9.950COC-0%0. 9.958CCC-C4 %.3330CC-03 -9.95000C-C4 8.667CCC-03 -9.9500CC-C4 l.30000C-Q2-1.6370CC-03 1.732CCC C2 -2.% B 30 CC-0 3 2.26100C-02 -3.196CCC-03 3.19500C 02 -5.31800C-04

3.%%900E-02 -9.958CCC-0% 3.46700C-C2

M00C= 3 FREQ CPS * 7.872ICC+0C GCN MASS. 3.0%060C+00
a-

M00C vtCTOR

I.2870CC-ot 1.lB400C-08 8.2920CC-C2 %.5270CC CP 1.97% 00C-C2 -2.0170CC-C2 -%.617CCC-02
8.18200C-02 -I.15800C-Ol -l.5%C00C 01 3.10900C-02 -9.5530CC -0 3 -5.0550CC 02 -9.06:0CC-02

n,0; V, ", $ 0|. ,? h.
~ DM D DWW b uS.

\ .,,

"s4-,



. _ _ _ _ _ . ._ . _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .____

-l . C82. 01 -6.7920CC-C3 -3.62200C-02 5.1920CC-01 '31CCC-C3 8.6630CC-C2 -3* c -

-9.C%800C-C2 5.C500CC-C2 l.8%:0CC 01 l.78%CCE 03 6.**600C-01 3.ll2CCE-01 3 -

%.%C300E-On 5.08600E-01 5.59800C-Cl 6.15800E-01 6.6830CE-On 7.16100E-01 7' -

9.8%300E-08 8.6%ICCE-01 9.C8800E-Ol 9.%720CE-Ol 9.7690CE-Cl I.C0c00E*C0 l 7
0. 1.28700E-OL 1.2%C0CC Ol I.287CCE-01 2.4810CE-Cl I.287CCC 01 3

-1.5%C00E-01 5.2%CCCE-01 -0.1920CC 02 6.4870CE-OL 4.97%CCE-C2 7 gl90CC-01 8'2920CC-C2
m.70000E 08 1.2870CC-01 9.9220CE-On

.

MCOC* % FFCQ CPS * 8.2'95CC Cl CEN MASS * %.%39CCE-On

M00C VCCf0R

-6.2160CC-03 -6.467C OE-03 7.ll700C-C3 -7.81900C-03 -7.9220 0 C'-C 3 -6.31700E-03 -5.C3tCCE-03
-3.182 CCE-0 3 -l.lC8CCC-03 -2.68%CCC C3 -5.3260CE-03 -3.085CCE-03 -9.7750CC-C% 6.5230CE-C%

5.7180CE-C% -8.9810CE-03 -9.95C0CC-C3 5.%7%0CE-C% -2.50lCCC-03 1.COCCCE*CC 6.20*0CE-OL
1.0170CE-Ol -7.88900E-03 -7.6 3% 00E-C 3 -7.191CCE-03 -6.561CCE-03 -5.767CCE-03 -4.6950CE-C3

-3.720eCC-03 -2.50%CCE-03 -l .2 360 CE-0 3 8.5900CC-05 1.%%%C0C-C3 2.703CCE-C3 3.9%COCE-03
5.5al0CC-03 7.1280CE-03 8.56000E-03 9.847CCE-03 l.C93COE-C2 I.16000C-C2 -6.21600E-03
0. -6.23600E-03 2.9050C C-C 3 -6.216CCC-03 5.811CCE-03 -6.2160CC-C3 8.7160CC-03

-2.684CCC 03 I.937CCE-C2 -3.18?0CE-03 2.ll50CC-02 -7.9220;C-03 1.8350CE-02 -7.Il70CC-03
2.0%80CE-02 -6.2160CE-03 2.32%QCE-C2

MOCE. 5 FREG CPS * 8.89620C+0! CCN MASS = 1.57530C+00

M00C VECTCR

2.5200CC-02 2.376CCC-02 3.86200E-02 1.05900C-02 3.9050CC-03 4.250CCE-C3 4.12% OOC-C3
3.55500E -0 3 2.1450CC-03 -2.6%IOCE-C% l.5590CE-C2 1.,2600CC-02 9.01200E-03 %.639C C-03
3. 02000E-0 3 1.0700CC-03 -2.1%C0CE-03 6.BIC00E-03 9.37700E-03 -2.0000CC-02 -1.C890CE-02
l.831CCE-03 -8.6700CC-C2 -2.63600E-01 -4.2620CE-Ol -5.7150CC-01 -6.9110CC-01 -7.8170CE-01

-0.13300C-Ol -8.050COE-Ol -7.612CCC-01 -6.826COE-01 -5.73100E-01 -4.39100C-01 -2.8%900E-Cl
-0.E630CC 02 3.62JCCC-01 3.9570CC-01 6.2380CE-01 R.33800E-01 1.C0000E*CQ 2.50000E-C2

C. 2.5200CE-C2 8.%CGCOE-C2 2.52000E-02 2.81200E-02 2.52000C-C2 %.21800E-02
-2.6%100E-C% 5.02SCCC-C2 3.5550CC-03 6.3070CC-02 3.9050CE-C3 7.9%ICCC-02 1.06200E-02
9.7360CC-C2 2.52GOCE-C2 1.1250CC-Cl

MODC= 6 FREQ CPS = 0. CCN MASS * 1.2280CE*02

MCCC VCCTOR

1.00000E*00 1.00000C+00 l.CC00CC+C0 1.000CCC+00 l.C000CC+C0 1.0C 00C+C0 I.00000C*00
8.CCCCCC+C0 1.00000E*CQ l.0000CE*C0 1.0000CE+C0 1.COCCCC+C0 1.00000E*C0 l.C000CE+00
l.C000CC+00 1.0000CE* 0 1.000 0E*00 B.CC000E*00 1.000COE*CC l.00000E+C0 l.C0000E*03l.CC CCE*C0 l.CC000E*00 1.0CCCCE*00 l.CC0CCE+C0 1.CCC00C+C0 1.000GOE*C0 1.COCCCE*C01.00000E*C0 1.000CCC+00 1.C0000C+00 1.C0J00E*C0 1.C00COE*C0 1.CCCCCE*00 1.COC00E*C0
l.COCOCC+C0 1.000CCC+C0 1.00CCCE*C0 l.CC00Ct*C0 1.CCCOCC+00 l.COC00E*C0 1.0000CE*C00. l.0000CE*C0 C. 1.0000CL+C0 0. l.000CCE*C0 C.1.0000CC+00 0. 1.0000CC+00 0. l.00000E*00 C. 4.0000CE*000. l.0000CE+00 0.

MCCC* 7 FREQ CPS * 0. CCN MASS * 1.0280CC+C5

MCCC VECTOR

-%.7760CC+0! -4.3760CC+01 -J.20100C+01 -l.9760*C+0! -l.1760CC+Cl -2.76%:0C+00 3.23000C+C01.l?%CCE*01 I.9570CE*Cl 2.92%CCE+Cl -1.77000E*Cl -7.76%CCE*C0 2.2360CC*0J 1.22%00E*011.7290CE*06 -2.76%G0C*C0 7.23600E*C0 6.90900E*01 1.C210CC+C2 -2.57600E*01 *9.76*COE C01.07%CCE*01 -7.E640CE*C0 5.35700E-08 8.636CCC+00 1.6890CC+0i 2.50% DCE *01 3.%1%CCC'03

.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

. % . 3 )*..,( * 01 4.9540CC+0! S.76*00C+0! 6.58% 0C+0i *0%30C+0g 8.21%0CC 01 9 C2%COC.
9.82%00C+01 1.06200Cect 1.1%200C+02 t.22200C+02 1.30200C+C2 1.30200C+02 =%.7760CC.
O. -4.77600C+0! 4.25000C+0! -4.17600C+0L 8.50C00C+0i -4.77600" i 1.27500 +
2.92%00C+01 -1.7C000C+02 1.12%00C+0i 2.12500C+02 -l.17600C+01 2.55000i+6~5 -3.20 00C+03
2.97506C+02 =%.77600C+0! 3.%0000C+02
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MRICO* 3677EC-C2
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e n. TIPC N .afl0N . "f. C C C C CC + C0 SCC
fIPC thCPEMENT 1.576 M 03 E=

KDT * I
E!NT ID*

KTAPC I*
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_._ , . _ -.~.._.,.. .. -- -- --...~,2 . . . . . .- ._.~...x.. . .

wwivvi AJA .AfA
'

Output h00E DAYA t

Ni.Te00f * 1%
10fAPC. 4
10PAPE* 200

i
OufPut h00CS

1 4 7 80 13 17 le 35 . b2 . 69 70 71 72 73

SAVE TAPE INTERVAL ;

SAVE TAPC 04fA
F

i

105 AWE * SCO j

5
hpCOS ON LOGICAL 1%= 3692

i

J

t

i

,

d, L

f,4

.

,

i

i

A
f

i

!
1

i

<

!
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:
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I
I

, J

\

QulCl chCARf DATA
,

h0. or hCOCS CN RIGHT'00LNDARTs 20
h0. Or h0CES CN Sof rCM SOUNDARYe -0

. h0. Or hCOC5 CN LErf 90Uh0ARYe -0
= -0LCFT CCRhCR CONDITION
= 20f!fAL No. Or 80yh0ARY h00CS

KlGHT BouNCARY hCDC NL?'8CRS
195 196 197 198 199 200 208 202 203 00% 205 206 207 2C8 209 280 218 212 213 21%

NO. Or SCUNDARY RCCTANGULAR CLEMCNTS. 19

NL1 NUNC 120hC NOCCS OR(FTI C2iFTI

i 165 1 17% 195 196 175 3.C3300E+Cl 2.00C00C+01 1

2 166 1 175 156 197 176 3.833CCE*01 2.CC000C+0! i

3 167 1 176 197 198 177 3.83300C+01 2.00000E*01 |
% 160 1 177 198 199 178 3.833CCE+Cl 2.CCCCCE+Cl
5 169 8 178 199 200 179 3.833CCE*01 2.000CCE+01
6 17C i 179 200 208 180 3.8330CC+08 2.CCCCOE*01
7 178 I 800 201 202 181 3.8330CE*01 2.CC00CE+0!
8 172 1 188 202 203 102 3.833CCE+01 2.C000CC+0!
9 173 1 182 203 20% 183 3.8330CC+0! 2.00000C+0!

10 17% i 183 2C4 205 18% 3.8330CE*01 2.CCCCCE+01
11 175 I IBw PCS 2C6 185 3.8330CE+0! 2.0000CE+Cl
12 176 1 185 2C6 207 186 3.8330CE+01 2.00CCCE*01
13 177 I IGG 207 200 187 3.833CCC+0! 2.0000CE*01
14 170 1 187 200 209 189 3.8330CC+08 2.C0000E+01
15 179 I IB8 209 280 189 3.033CCE+0! 2.COCCCE+Cl
16 180 1 169 210 Fil 190 3.833CCE+Cl 2.C000CE*01
17 188 l 190 Pll 212 198 3.0330CC+0! 2.C00CCE+0!
18 102 191 212 213 192 3.8330CC+0! 2.00000E*01*

19 183 1 192 283 21% 193 3.D330CC*01 2.00000C+DI

MATERIAL 2CNC CATA

2CNC CEPSil XNU C ECUIV XF4) CCUlV cpl!N/SCCB cst!N/SECB RH0tL8-SECP/IN43

3 3.%722CC+05 3.500CCC-OL 3.%722CC+C5 3.50000C-01 5.3%996E+C4 2.5700%E*0% 1.9%L90E-M

ICLCM = 0 8

ICLCN = I 2

g.g| a _Jm;6 s %Rxc& (.~ .



- - ,

- .

- SCUM 3ARY ELw.4NT CONNECilvifY

30gNoaRy ELEMENT ELEMENT' RH0+CP RH0+CS C0hSTNOCC 84;MBERS 4LB-5EC/IN3

R10Mt ABOVE BELOW

t

t95 0 1 1.0%I63C+0! 5.00382E*C0 1.2CCCCC+02196 -1 2 1.0%l63E+0! 5.00302C+00 2.%C00CE*C2l97 2 3 1.0%IEV+38 5.003r2E+00 2.%CCCCE+0219e 3 % l.04161r+Cl 5.CO382E+00 2.%CCCCE*02199 4 5 s .0% I63r.'J 1 5.00382E+00 2.400CCE*C22CO 5 6 1.04863E+0i 5.CO392E+CQ 2.400CCE*02tot 6 7 1.04863E+0! 5.003a2E+00- 2.%CCCCE+C2202 - 7 8 1. 0% B 63E + 0 ! 5.0036EE+C0 2.40000E+C2203 8 9 1.0%I63E+08 '5.00302E+00 2.4000CE+C2204 9 10 1.04863E+01 5.CO382E+C0 2.%000CE+C22C5 to 18 1.09163E*01 5.00392E*C0 2.%C0CCE*C22C6 il 12 1.04863E+01 5.00302E+C0 2.400CCE*;2207' 12 13 1.0%I63E+0! 5.00382E+C0 2.%CCCCC+C2208 13 1% t.C%I63E+0! 5.00302E+C0 2.%00CCE+ *209 1% 15 1.C9863E+0! 5.00302E*00 2.4000CE+C2210 15 16 1.04863E+0! 5.00302C+00 2.%C000E+C2| 211 16 17 I.C%I63C+0! 5.00392E+00 2.4000CE*C2| Et2 17 18 t.0%I63C+01 5.CO382E+00 2.%CCCCE*C2i 2t! 18 19 t.0%I63E*DI 5.00302E+C0 2.4000CC+02! 21% 19 0 8.0% B 63E +0! 5.00382E+00 1.2000CE+02
|

|-
|

(
i
i

:
I
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|
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!

i

g. TRCAL* 0.

gLte.T SgcMaa StGMAT SicMAZ TAU SicMX SIGP.N ANOLC

I 0. O. O. O. 0 0. O.
17 0. O. O. O. . O. O,

33 0. C. O. O. 0 0. O.
%g C. O. O. O. O. O. O.
68 0. O. O. O. O. O. O..

69 0. O. O. O. O. O. O.
67 0. O. O. O. O. O. O.
66 0. O. O. O. O. O. O.
65 O. O. O. O. 0. O. D.

N00C OISP. U (!Na VCL.UD (IPS: ACCCL.UDO (Gl PRESSO (PSI 8 OlSP. W tlNa VCL.WO tlPSI ACCCL. WOO to: PRESSW IPS t

1 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. C.
% 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
7 C. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
to 0. O. O. O. D. D. O. O.
.t3 0. O. O. D. O. O. O. O.

17 0. O. C. D. O. O. O. O.
10 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
35 0. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
52 C. D. O. O. D. O. O. O.
61 C. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
70 0. D. O. O. D. O. O. O.
76 O. O. O. O. D. D. D. O.
72 C. O. D. O. D. D. D. O.
73 0. C. O. O. D. O. O. O.

STRUCTUR.L RESPCNSC

N00C OLSP. X VCL. XSO ACCCL. X500 APPL. LOAD 0

5 0. C. O. C.
? 0. O. O. O.
3 0. O. O. O.
% 0. C. O. O.
5 O. O. O. O.
6 C. O. O. O.
7 C. O. O. O.

MAVE hRITTEN SAVC TAPC S. T* 0.

MAVE hRITTEN OUTPUT TAPC. f* 7.89261C-03 SCC IRCOS. 2

MAvt kRITTCN OUTPUT TAPC. f* 8.57BS2C-02 SCC IRCOS* 3

MAVC WRITTCN OUTPUT TAPC. f * 2.36779C-02 SCC IRCOS* %

g ,71 I . 3 } }ti

wuu i :: w'.

9v7 0 ,D
*A u 50.a .n..

. . . _ _ _ _



m_.

fa . 34566E-On TREALs 6.3%566[-08

ELEMENT SIGMAR SIGMAT SIGMAZ TAU SIGMX $1cnN asotg

1 -6.5076E-01 -3.50% 1E-01 -3.5041E-01 2.2282E+01 2.1782E+01 -2.2783E+01 6.7597E+Cl
17 -2.CwCCE+C0 -1.098%C +00 -1.098%E*00 2.0962E+0! 1.939EE+01 -2.2537E+01 6.7822E+01
33 -2.0919E+0C -l.126%E+00 -l.126%E*00 1.8936E*05 1.7333E+0! -2.C55tE+0! 6.7865E*01
%9 -0.2517E*C0 -4.%% 32E + C 0 -%.%%32E+C0 1.366*E+01 7.6%65E*00 -2.0341E+0! 6.9%55E*01
68 -5.C806E+0! -2.7357E*01 -2.7357E+01 2.7187E+Cl -9.%7%6E+00 -6.8689E+Cl 7.3332E+0!
69 -4.5981E*01 -2.%759E*01 -2.%759E+0! 1.%975E*01 -l.7017E+0! -5. 372%E * 01 7.6330E*01
67 -3.% 129E +01 -1.8377E+0! -1.8377E+01 3.5168E+0! 9.7859E+00 -6.2292E+0! 7.C656E*01
66 -0.157CE+C0 -%.3922E*C0 -4.3922E+00 3.9471E+Cl 3.32%IE+0! -4.579CE+01 6.8183E+0!
65 1. 3935E * 01 1.5033E*C0 7.5035E+00 3.33% 3E + 01 %.%217E+0i -2.2779E*01 0.

NOCE 015P. U IINI VEL.UD llPSI ACCEL.UDO 108 PRES 5J IPSil DISP. W llNI VEL.WO IIPSI ACCEL.WOD ICI PRESSW IPS13

1 7.7%%9E-01 %.3573E*03 2.1777E+C0 0. O. O. C. O.
% 9.1303E-01 %.8837E*C0 5.2667E-05 O. O. C. O. O.
7 1.0878E+C0 5.%26%E*C0 -7.821CE-C* 0. O. c. O. D.

10 1.2s58E C0 5.6%%3C+C0 2.9427E-C- O. O. O. C. O.
13 1.5072E*C0 5.9%71E*C0 6.882%C-02 0. O. C. O. O.
87 1.8% 32E +C0 -4.7C69F*02 5.1967E*00 C. O. O. O. D.
IB 7.7%%9E-01 %.3573E+C0 2.C993E+00 0. -9.6612E-03 -5.56GIE-02 -l.7773E-01 0.
35 7.7%%9C-01 %.3573E*C0 l.7901E+00 D. - 1.931 t E-02 -1.1195E-01 -5.709%E-01 0.
52 7.7%%9E-01 4.3573E*C0 l .C63CE + 00 0. -2.8972E-02 -I.6782E-Gi -1.5002E+C0 0.
69 %.9023E-01 3.7879E*CQ 5.36G3E-Cl D. 3.%770E-02 -2.8397E-Cl -9.5051E-Ol 0.
70 5.5737E-01 3.9075E*C0 5.54%3C-01 0. -%.%17%E-02 -3.400%E-CI -%.0567E 01 0.

71 6.%%35E-01 %.0%C9C+C0 sl.%CO2E+00 0. -5.7tI7C-C2 -3.2377E-01 3.l?95E-Di 0.

72 7.188tE-OL %.216CE*C0 -2.%778C+00 0. -G.6%9%E-02 -3.003GE-CI 1.2023E-01 C.
13 7.7%%9E-On %.3573E*00 -1.857tE+00 C. -7.728%E-02 -%.%695E-01 7.8585E-01 C.

STEUCTUPAL RESPCNSC

MCCE DISP. X VEL. XSO ACCEL. X500 APPL. LOAD 0

1 2.552GE+C0 2.C%llE*01 1.6%5tE+C2 0.
2 %.678EE-C2 -1.2052E-Cl -%.9735E*01 0.
3 1.1779E-Cl -2. 312%E * C 0 3.26%5E+CI 0.
% 2.%721E-03 -1.6tC%E-Cl 3.639EE*00 D.
5 l .C42%E-02 -9.%792C-C2 2.87%9E * CQ 0.
6 6.1518E-Ol 3.980CE*C0 1.03GIE+0! D.
7 -1.916%E-03 -5.203%E-0 3 -1.66%5E-01 0.

MAVE kRiffEN DUTPUT TAPE To 6.39301E-01 SEC IRCOS= 82

MAVE WRiffEN OufPut TAPE, f* 6.%7.9%[-01 SEC IRCOS* 83

MAVE WRif FEN OufPUT TAPE. Te 6.55C66L-Cl SEC IRCDS. 84
,

Nave welffEN DufPut TAPE, f= 6.62979E*01 SEC IRCDS* 85

.
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(e#0m IN h0Cf *4fA

~

hPOLO. 16
M00LO

3 % 10 13 17 le 35 52 69 70 78 72 73

W K SPECTRA rom N00E NUMBER I

hont20NTAL SPECTRA

h0. OF INPUT rJCCCROS = 968
FINAL Ot$PLACEPENT ( {N,3 = ,3716t[*C2 .
FINAL VELOCITY EIN/SEcl = .8128tE*01
PEAR ACCELERAft0N 4G.53 .29773E +00=

NO. OF RCCCROS AODEC * 90
' FINAL No. OF RECORDS 978=

FINAL vtLOCITV tlN/SEC1 = 0.
FINAL DISPL ACEFENT !!N.l* .39972C+C2
TMAX. (DumAfl0N. SECSI .77BllE+0!=

l

.
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:k:

OAMPihG BATIO. J:00000C+00 *> CENT

:
'FRCouthCY ACCELERAflore VCLOCITY DISPLACEMENT MAX. TIMC4CPSS 60.55 llPS3 tlND (SEC$l

.50C00 .09369 I1.52377 3.66883 6.67715.51571 .08933: 10.73620 3.33926 6.67715.52369 .09997 10.565%I 3.2tC97 6.685C%.53595 .09708 18.13102 3.3C546 6.69203.5*8%9 .1ICC4 12.33603 '3.580tC 6.69293.56133 .32696 13.9C939 3.94373 6.625C4.57%%8 .8%%70 15.48999 %.291%t 6.6E925.58792- .86962 17.7%2%t %.00298 7.3G380;

.60169 .19337 19.76446 5.22797 7.32%34.61578 .21262 Pl .23'e 79 5.%8890 7.27699.63019 .22%95 21.95227 5.5%%Q5 7.22t63.6%%% .22877 2L.8t427 5.38317 7.I8227.6600% .22376 20.8%822 5.02708 7.14291.67%Q .21689 19.746II % .652*e 1 7.731CO.69138 .221C9 19.66770 %.52793 7.71800.70750 .21860 19.00159 4.27%51 7.71100.72%C6 .22133 18.79873 %.t321% 7.711C8.74101 .23632 19.61252 %.21240 7.*l1100
,

.75936' .25929 21.02670 4.41283 7.78IC8.77611 .20077 22.2%790 %.56232 7.00372.79%29 .29952 22.00300 %.56317 7.00C53.81288 .29398 22.2%C7% %. 3%5G 7.5379%.83193 .29980 22.16202 %.23900 '6.10%83.65138 .31175 22.51807 4.20945 G.09309.87132 .30922 28.829G0 3.90549 G.CG152.69872 .26588 19.11553 3.518CG 5.9909C.91259 .30337 20.423%1 3.5G102 - %.78109j .93396 .32261 23.2%239 3.61990 %.CG453. % 582 .33762 21.7226% 3.Gl7CG %.61718.97820 .3%6%8 21.78232 3.5%%C3 %.58558.f.collo .3%372 23.11%70 3.35C02 %.M Gl%l .C2%S .34175 20.51319 3.18c59 %. LOC 2%1.C%652 .33191 19.%C721 2.95%92 %,g98c71.07307 .3356% 19.23548 2.85295 6.197801.C9889 .38040 21.30169 3.CB71% 6.12%E6I.12390- .%1589 22.75065 3.22255 ~6.07731l.15:22 .41760 22.32757 - 3.009%6 6.0370%!.1771% .39539' 20.65650 2.79285 5.990%93.20%70 .37875 19.33%22 2.5M29 7.543338.2329I' .37239 'I8.57%69 2.39779 7.%0CC01.2C177 .33628 16.39015 2.06739 7.%5062!.29:38 .30 8% t%.37%B9 1.77472 7.%398%l.321 % .3 t 9%g - 1%.0C678 1.790%3 7.%3%0% 'l.35248 .39C81 17.76997 2.09111 .7.419051.38414 46292 20.56731 2.3G%92 7.379593.%I6% 48961 21.21241 2.38330 7.332238.4%971 .%%638 18.93% 8 2.0768 7.28%888.48365 .%3933 18.21252 1.95370 2.3%%I01.53839 .45025 18.6%090 1.95301 2.33621. % 393 478 % 18.93883 f.93973 2.32032I.5903I .49%06 19.t0527 I.91201 2.320%3I * E27% .50E62 19.1%283 1.87195 2.312538.C6565 .51612 19.C555G !.82079- 2.30%C%l.7Cw6% .60376 21.78137 2,03353 g,g%59g. l *74N% .66%G7 23.43C%3 2.13755 5.gl%338.7653-) .6%I78 22.80613 8.97060 5.36697
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B.82719 .Sc.,* 19.6M : > .7 tW. F. ,C5

1.8699't .60 , 19.93670 . 695 , 2.50t96
l.913?$ .62 .. 20.C2805 1.6650: 2.%9%:6
8.95a*5 .614 1 19.99%E8 8.666<: - 2.48617
2.C0%%c .650 N 19.96533 1.5853G 2.48617
2.05133 7% 389 22.30091 1.730 6 5.335%Q

2.09935 7955% 23.3Cwh 1.76673 5.30383
2.1%B50 79709 22.81531 1.690C9 2.9C%%8

2.19880 .84352 C.59208 1.70765 2.85869
2.25C28 .882%5 d.'162% 1.70566 2.88C80
2.3C296 .90576 24.lb709 1.67154 2.86502
2.35688 .91332 23.83099 1.60926 2.84923
2.%I205 .9078% 23.1%616 3.52726 2.83345
2.%58*2 .89275 22.2%C78 3.4339% 3.42539
2.52632 .895,9 21.'987% 1.37330 3.%0171
2.565%6 .90%61 23.517C5 1.32%5% 3.38593
2.6%599 .93387 21.70%88 1.3C55% 3.36225
2.7079% .97927 22.23931 1.307C8 3.3%697
2.77133 1.0183% 22.5976% 1.29776 3.33C68
2.83621 t.C6632 23.12C87 1.29743 2.7703
2.90261 1.11835 23.5%620 1.29108 2.75952
2.97057 1.126CO 23.31C69 I. 6 892 2.73873
3.0%Q11 1.32178 22.69072 1.18790 2.730C%
3.11129 1.C9880 21.7188% l.11101 2.715C6
3.18*12 1.C6349 20.5%C09 1.02667 2.70716
3.25867 1.00598 10.98%77 .92722 2.69927
3.33%96 .91817 16.93131 .80802 2.69133
3.%I30% 79914 14.39927 .67146 2.68399
3.4929% .86677 15.26050 .6953% 5.20123
3.57%71 .87261 15.01592 .66837 5.17755
3.65840 78386 13.176G9 .5732'e 5.01181
3.7%%05 .85572 14.C5559 .597%9 2.b9138
3.83171 .97727 IS.68% B 3 .65149 2.68349
3.92141 1.CC655 15.7851% .64C6G 2.66770 5

4.01322 .92102 t%.ll339 .55970 2.65981
%.10717 .8C758 12.09209 46057 3.125%7
%.20333 .83009 12.15353 46G18 % .% C% C'J
%.30173 .83537 11.942%5 44165 %.30029
%.%02%% .871%2 12.1728% .%%C07 4.13573
%.5C551 .96%C0 13.15804 46%80 3.21229
%.61099 1.07127 1%.28769 49316 3.19653
4.7189% 3.C8600 14.16325 .47768 2.96762
%.029%2 3.C8692 13.8% Q79 .45613 2.95973
%.9%2%8 8.C6523 13.25%27 42681 2.9518%
5.C5819 1.01398 12.32796 .38790 3.03065
5.17661 .9756C~ 11.590C6 .3563% 5.16S66
5.29780 .96258 11.17371 .33568 2.81766
5.42103 .99C25 11.23198 .32971 2.80977

- 5.54876 .91038 10.17652 .29195 2.80188
5.67867 .9C63 9.77290 .27390 5.73793
5.81161 .93140 9.65596 .26991 5.73003
5.9%767 .9180% 9.49227 .25401 6.13255
6.C8691 .82557 8.3%C96 .218C9 2.50196
6.229%2 .89140 8.79999 .22%83 6.187606.37526 .95765 9.23777 .23062 5.02759
6.52%51 !.Cw2%% 9.82565 .23968 5.019706.67726 .87a96 8.C9517 .19295 5.011816.8 3 3*A .81697 7.34763 .17 13 2.123116.99357 .85282 7.%9926 .1706G 5.8%8%27.15729 .82537 7.09182 .35770 5.8%C537.32%86 .S0928 7.63%C7 .16587 2.11522
7.%D63% .96847 7.94502 .16838 2.499067.6718% .90273 7.87753 .163%2 5.003917.851%5 1.27893 10.01738 .20306 5.%30188.03526 1.53340 13.73582 .232%5 5.832648.22338 2.05%23 .;.36226 .29732 5.8247%
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g ,% I.2go . P ill 13110 .3203% 6. ,21
8.68293 8 . +3 :36 .% . .: % 3% .25878 6.511%0
8.81%57 8.61590 !!.e7379 .20356 6.2563%
9.02093 8.36660 9.31638 .46%37 5.68169
9.23282 1.11788 7.4%64% .52837 5.26437
9.%%826 .9912% 6.%5187 .50868 5.256%8
9.669%6 .857C5 5.45080 .C8972 3.68585
9.89583 .84326 5.2%0%% .00%28 4.90920

10.12751 .8%926 5.856 % .C810% %.90138
10.36%61 .99768 5.91 % 7 .09090 %.90138
10.60726 3.lC937 6.43179 .C%50 5.256%8
10.85559 1.2200% 6.91159 .10833 5.29858
II.IC973 I.76290 9.75846 .I3900 5.2%858 *
18.36983 2.17606 11.77%27 .86%82 5.58797
11.63601 1.8668% 9.66644 .13495 5.79317
18.908%3 1.3%I46 6.9275a .09259 5.13C20
12.18722 1.!!7%6 5.63879 .07364 5.83020
12.%725% .89tC5 %.393%6 .056C6 5.73793
12.76%5% .80627 3.88%%8 .0%843 5.73793
13.C6338 .863%3 %.C6472 .0%952 5.69C57
13.3692I .7tl%%5 3.60843 .0%296 5.69C57
13.68220 .74923 3.36759 .03917 %.9S602
8%.00252 .80805 3.51880 .03999 5.68260
1%.3303% l.05566 %.53029 .05031 5.68258
14.66583 .98437 %.12778 .04479 5.67%78
15.CC918 .79699 3.2653% .03%63 5.%8536
15.36C56 .65800 2.63758 .02733 5.%853615.72018 .59975 2.3%622 .02375 5.4853616,C0028 .57618 2.20289 .02179 5.%77%7
16.%C486 .580%1 2.16708 .C209G 5.477%716.85032 .60562 2.21029 .C2088 %.03817
17.2%%B1 .6%62% 2.30457 .C2127 %.83020) 17.6485% .%9997 8.74219 .01571 %.83020

( 18.C6178 .45895 1.5626G .01377 %.0302018.%8%56 .43173 8.%3636 .01237 4.83C2010.98731 .40'53 1.32%82 .01115 2.%782019.36019 .%C47% 1.235G4 .01C57 5.I3009
4 19.813%% .4C009 1.2"e%29 .0C999 5.130C920.27730 .3E%l8 1.1G51% . 00'J 15 5.%653620.752C2 .37929 1.10920 .00051 5.4053G1 21.23786 .36589 1.05950 .00794 5.4053621.73507 .35933 1.01613 .007%% 5.4853622.2%391 .35278 .97532 .CC698 5.4653622.76468 .3%77, .g3948 .0C657 5.%C53623.29763 .3% p.4 9C656 .0C619 5.4853623.8%3C6 .33976 .87633 .CC5G5 5.485362%.40126 .33665 .8489% .00553 5.%C53624.97253 .33369 .8217% .0052% 5.%8536
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CALCCMP SPU *RA P. ' ei40Y
ftTLC *K Al*'ONia. J GPoh5C SPCCTRA
h0CC No.* I
OAMP!hG = -2.0000CC+00 PCRCCNT

PCAE G.5 = 2.38918C+C0
MAE SCALE = 2.70000C+0! G.5
FIRSTY =- O. G.5
DCLTAA = %.90909C-CI G.5/ INCH
' FIR 5fx = 0.

OCLTA* = 1.00000C+00
IPOWCR -l=

58CCTRA FCR DCF l
h0. Or thPut RCC0A05 808=

FINAL DISPLACEMENT t!N.)= .1%GS%C+Cl
FINAL WELOCITY llN/SCCI .16256C+0!=

PCAE ACCELERAflCM (G.58 .29773C+00=

No. Or RECC#35 ADCCD 90=

FINAL ho. Or RECCROS 979=

FINAL VELOCITY stNisiCI 0.=

FINAL DISPL ACEMCN! IIN.J e .359G9C+0!
TMAN. IDURATICN. SCC 53 = .35%22C+0!

US OCMANMENT MN nNG OFFICE: 614-090-933
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